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Abstract
Impact of Intelligent Transportation Systems on Parallel Hybrid Electric
Heavy Duty Vehicles
Ahmed Al-Samari
A hybrid electric vehicle uses multiple sources of energy that can be independently or all
together used to propel the wheels. In the presented work, the vehicle propulsion controller
(VPC) for a parallel heavy duty hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) model has been modified to
manage the alternative power source in advance based on the forthcoming traffic information.
The goal is to prepare the powertrain for the next power event by making more energy storage
capacity to capture free energy via regenerative braking or store more energy for expected need.
The method of preparation will be by managing the battery state of charge (SOC), which is a
metal hydride battery for this study, to take advantage of opportunistic regeneration. Autonomie
software was used to simulate parallel HEV models.

The results revealed that the proposed looking-ahead control strategy for a class 8 parallel hybrid
heavy duty vehicle with an engine power of 410 kW had a substantial contribution in preparing
the system for forthcoming power demand. The looking-ahead strategy employed in this study
improved fuel economy from 0.5% on flat terrain to about 3% on mountain terrain. Moreover, a
looking-ahead strategy can contribute significantly to maintaining adequate power for the vehicle
on different terrain types. The engine power can be downsized (with looking-ahead strategy)
therefore improving fuel economy up to 13% while maintaining adequate power over different
terrain types. The battery energy capacity can be downsized (with looking-ahead strategy) by
half while maintaining nearly the same benefits (i.e. fuel economy and adequate power)
compared to the hybridization system without looking-ahead strategy. Since different routes
types (i.e. flat, hilly and mountain terrains) were used to investigate the impact of the lookingahead strategy on heavy duty parallel HEV, these results can generally be applied to many terrain
and traffic situations.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
1.1 Background
About one-third of the cost of a heavy diesel truck’s life cycle comes from fuel expenses [1].
This cost, along with salaries, is the largest share of the total cost to the owners of trucks.
Moreover, heavy duty vehicle engine design modifications were driven mainly by emissions
regulations. According to government and industry statistics, heavy duty trucks account for about
20% of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from all transportation sources and the heavy duty
vehicle is the fastest expanding sector [2]. In September 2011, the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated the firstever federal regulations mandating fuel economy improvements for heavy duty commercial
vehicles [1]. Therefore, increased worry about the fuel economy and emissions from vehicles has
directed interest in the use of hybrid electric powertrains and the start of several production
vehicles in both heavy duty and light duty applications [2]. Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) use a
combination of electric motor and another power source such as an internal combustion engine
IC engine or fuel cell [3-5]. While these vehicles show great potential for use in a wide variety of
driving situations, the optimization of components and control strategies is somewhat complex.
One of the potential optimization methods is the looking-ahead strategy. Therefore, this study
focuses on the potential impact of a looking-ahead strategy on parallel HEVs. Looking-ahead
seeks to estimate the forthcoming power events in advance and manage the alternative power
source depending on this advanced knowledge.

The powertrain of a parallel hybrid electric vehicle has an electric motor, which works as an
alternative power source, in addition to an IC engine. The main energy source for a parallel
hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle is the fuel such as diesel or natural gas, unless it is a parallel
plug-in HEV. A parallel plug-in HEV uses the grid electric source as another alternative energy
source to charge the battery. The secondary power source is the electric power which is stored in
an Energy Storage System (ESS) [6]. Energy stored in the ESS comes either from the engine or
from captured energy while using the regenerative brake system [6-8]. Several studies have
proven that the benefits from parallel HEVs are limited on flat highway and that is due to the
limited use of the regenerative brake system [9, 10]. On the other hand, these assessments might
not apply to heavy duty HEVs because the heavy duty vehicle’s engine runs near the peak load
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more than the engine of a light duty vehicle, and the heavy duty vehicle has large inertia load in
comparison to light duty vehicles [11]. A significant inertia load for a heavy duty vehicle is due
to its relatively large mass. It is expected that a heavy duty vehicle needs additional power for
acceleration or ascending hills. Also, it is expected that the brake system for a heavy duty truck
will be used much more than a light duty vehicle to compromise speed or slow down [12]. Since
going uphill and downhill terrains may represent the major reason to encourage using
hybridization systems for a heavy duty vehicle, they have attracted substantial interest in recent
years due to their potential for decreasing fuel consumption [13]. Furthermore, a parallel hybrid
electric vehicle architecture is expected to improve energy conversion efficiency [13].

The real time data on traffic flow and road conditions are available through vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (V2I) in the intelligent transportation
systems (ITS). The data expected from ITS can be used in different ways to adjust the tuning of
the energy management controller based on the predicted the future driving profile, and in
generating statistical information to be used in stochastic dynamic programming. The
information available from ITS technology can contain large quantities of data on road
conditions, traffic flow, and weather. The knowledge of some information can be more important
than others; it is necessary to find the impact of the data on the energy management and to
identify the crucial pieces of information necessary to improve the energy management
performance [15].

Predictive controller strategies for a HEV have been analyzed in several studies [14-16].
Different simulations and measurements have proven the potential benefits from knowing the
forthcoming traffic conditions [17, 18]. The knowledge of traffic conditions ahead can be
available by communicating with infrastructure and collecting information [19]. On the other
hand, most of these studies were for light-duty HEVs to manage the hybrid power system in
advance [20]. The vehicle propulsion control improvement showed a strong impact on fuel
economy for a hybrid electric vehicle [21]. This study suggested an algorithm which may be
more proper for heavy duty HEVs configuration and effective at the same time. The ultimate
goal of this proposed strategy was to manage ESS State of Charge (SOC) for opportunistic
regenerative braking.
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Since the Global Positioning System (GPS) is already established, the intelligent transportation
systems (ITS) communication with the vehicle does not need expensive equipment [14, 22].
Looking-ahead strategy is to know the forthcoming traffic condition regarding congestion and
road grade to prepare the system in advance. Preparing the alternative power source for a heavy
duty HEV in advance is accomplished by ensuring a maximum capacity in the ESS for
forthcoming expected power from using the brake system or maximum needed power (limited by
ESS capacity) to assist the engine for the forthcoming additional power demand.

In this work, a parallel direct pre-transmission hybrid electric vehicle configuration with and
without looking-ahead strategy has been investigated under three different motor power
capacities (100, 150, 200 kW) and three different battery energy capacities (5, 10, 15 kWh) to
study the impact of hybridization equipment sizes on fuel economy, maintaining adequate power,
and downsizing powertrain equipment opportunity. The vehicle model used in this study was a
class 8 truck with engine power of 410 kW. Different chassis driving cycles with different road
grades in parallel with five real world highway driving cycles have been used to show the impact
of the looking-ahead control strategy on managing the energy storage system and fuel economy
improvement.

1.2 Hypothesis and objectives
A hybrid electric vehicle is expected to increase fuel economy and offer an alternative power
source for the vehicle. Driving the vehicle on a known route with known traffic conditions in
advance may give a privilege to the vehicle propulsion controller to take advantage of lookingahead information in order to calculate the power demand ahead and manage the battery SOC in
opportunistic regenerative braking based on that demand. In other words, the Vehicle Propulsion
Controller (VPC), based on information ahead, will use the road load equation to estimate the
power demand ahead, and the VPC works based on that calculation. The global objective of this
research is to study the possible benefits from hybrid electric vehicle with looking-ahead control
strategy. The plan is to modify the VPC strategy in the parallel HEV model using Autonomie as
simulation software [24], and enable it to deal with the intelligent transportation system (ITS)
information regarding road grade and vehicle speed ahead. For all objectives several real world
and chassis driving cycles for heavy duty vehicles will be used.
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The major objectives of this research are as follows:
1- Study the possible impact of ITS information for the forthcoming traffic condition regarding
route elevation and congestion on fuel consumption for a direct parallel pre-transmission
HEV.
2- Explore the contribution of ITS information for the route ahead on improving battery pack
effectiveness as an alternative power system.
3- Study the possible impact of route knowledge ahead regarding elevation and traffic conditions
on improving engine power management by maintaining adequate power.
4- Explore the detail depth needed from ITS information to estimate the forthcoming negative or
positive power demand of the truck.

1.3 Technical approaches
This study investigated the contribution of knowledge ahead regarding route elevation and traffic
conditions in improving fuel efficiency for heavy duty direct parallel HEVs. A time window
opened in the future for a specific period of time to estimate the power demand. The road load
equation was used to calculate the power demand from the forthcoming average speed and road
grade. The forthcoming power demand estimation helped the vehicle propulsion controller
(VPC) manage the battery SOC for opportunistic regeneration. If the forthcoming power demand
is positive and it will surpass the engine peak power, then the battery will be charged. If the
forthcoming power demand is negative, which means that the brake system will be in use, then
the battery SOC will be depleted to ensure enough capacity to capture upcoming free energy. A
time window opened to enable the VPC to detect the forthcoming power events. Five scenarios
were studied. In the first scenario, the ITS information ahead was the forthcoming route
elevation with ± 1.5% road grade resolution, vehicle speed, and opening one window each time.
In the second scenario, the ITS information ahead was the forthcoming route elevation, speed
limit, and opening one window each time. In the third scenario, the ITS information was the
route elevation, speed ahead with ± 5 mph resolution, and opening one window each time. In the
fourth scenario, the ITS information was the route elevation, speed ahead with ± 10 mph
resolution, and opening one window each time. In the fifth scenario, the ITS information ahead
was the route elevation, speed limit, actual speed, and stop detection. In the fifth scenario a two
time window were opened. One window for short duration ahead, such as 1 minute ahead was
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used, to detect an upcoming stop. A second time window for a longer duration such as 3, 5, and 7
minutes ahead, route elevation and anticipated speed. These time windows ahead were
depending mainly on the battery and the electric motor sizes. The time needed to charge or
discharge the ESS was calculated based on the battery and electric motor sizes with considering
all equipment efficiencies, and the long duration window time was opening based on that
calculation.

1.4 Contributions
Parallel hybrid electric heavy duty vehicles have attracted increasing interest to provide
improved fuel efficiency and further development, and optimization of the technology is still
needed. A hybrid control system that has prior knowledge of power demands and regeneration
opportunities has the potential to offer better performance than one that has no knowledge of the
road ahead. Real world traffic situations and route information constitute can support a lookingahead control strategy that provides for better use of the on-board energy storage system.

The primary contribution of this study is developing and modifying of the vehicle propulsion
controller within a model to enable a looking-ahead strategy for the forthcoming negative or
positive power demands. The vehicle propulsion controller for the parallel hybrid electric heavy
duty vehicle model developed in this research added management of the energy storage system
for opportunistic regeneration. The control scheme guaranteed motor energy to assist the
conventional engine drivetrain when the vehicle was ascending hills. It also sought to optimize
the capture any forthcoming regenerative energy that was gained when depressing the brake
pedal, by depleting the charge in the energy storage system before the braking event. The novelty
of this study included the development of the vehicle propulsion controller for the parallel hybrid
electric heavy duty vehicle model. Parallel hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle model with and
without looking-ahead strategy have been built to establish the relative expected benefits from
the looking-ahead control strategy.

A conventional heavy duty vehicle model was used as well to study the impact of the parallel
hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle with and without looking-ahead strategy in comparison to it.
A further contribution was that the advanced control benefits were demonstrated both with
5

idealized grades and with real-world test schedules that incorporated speed and grade. Computed
results showed that the benefit can vary with the type of test schedule, and that variables within
the looking-ahead hybrid control model influenced the fuel economy of the truck. A further
contribution is the clear demonstration that road grade information will be very important in test
schedules for parallel hybrid electric trucks, with or without a looking-ahead strategy.

Results suggest that there is an opportunity to downsize the engine in a parallel hybrid electric
vehicle model with looking-ahead strategy while maintaining adequate power and improving
fuel economy. The model, produced from this study on the Autonomie platform, is available for
future users to assess performance of different vehicle types operating with different loads over
any chosen route. A consequence of this research, and related research by others, will be the
development of vehicles that use increased intelligence and infrastructure-to-vehicle
communication to improve fuel efficiency substantially.
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Chapter 2 : Literature review
2.1 The road-load equation
Total power required at the wheels was stated by the road-load equation [24-26] applied to a
vehicle as:

(

)

Equation 2.1

where, m is mass of the vehicle (kg), v is speed of the vehicle (m/sec) assuming no wind, A is
frontal area of the vehicle (m2), g is acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/sec2), CD is aerodynamic
drag coefficient, μ is tire rolling resistance coefficient, ρ is air density, and Z is road gradient
(%). Pt is the total power needed at the wheels and is stated in Watts (W). In this equation the
first term was referred to as the inertia load, the second term as the wind drag, the third term as
the rolling resistance, and the last term was the grade load. Summation of these loads resulted in
the “total load or total power.” This was also termed as ‘tractive force’ needed to propel the
vehicle at any prescribed velocity and acceleration [27]. Moreover, there are other (accessories)
power demands such as A/C, cooling and lights. The power demand for accessories did not
account in this equation, but it accounted during the vehicle model simulation.

The aerodynamic drag in Equation 1 was defined as the force required to overcome the
aerodynamic resistance to vehicle motion. The value of drag coefficient, CD for a chassis heavy
duty vehicles used in the literature varied from 0.40 to 0.79 [27].

The rolling resistance was defined as the force required to move a vehicle over a surface and
stated as μ*m*g*v. The rolling resistance coefficient, μ, was influenced by tire size and pressure,
axle geometry, and the amount of load applied to the tires. The rolling resistance force was found
to dominate the wind drag and inertia forces at low speed and steady operation while, at high
speed operation, the wind drag dominated. The rolling resistance contributed about 20% of the
total road load on the Orange County Transit Authority driving cycle (OCTA) [28]. A reduction
in rolling resistance contributed to a decrease in FC. Previous research demonstrated that a 20%
reduction in rolling resistance could yield as much as 2.5% reduction in FC [29]. The rolling
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resistance coefficient for a transit bus was found to vary from 0.005 when vehicle speed
approached zero miles per hour (mph) to 0.011 when vehicle speed approached 56 mph [30].

The road slope, Z was discussed as the slope of the road and it was stated as a percentage [31].
The numerical value of Z was considered as the vertical increase (+) or decrease (-) in meters
(m) for every 100 m traveled [32]. The gradient resistance in Equation 1 was defined as the force
that was needed to overcome the force that the vehicle’s weight when climbing hills [31].
Moreover, this force could be negative when the vehicle descending hills.

2.2 Vehicle propulsion energy demand
The energy required to drive a vehicle comes from the power unit which is usually an internal
combustion engine ICE. In an HEV an addition power source in the form of an electric motor
and better supply additional propulsion power. The purpose of the transmission system is to
enable the power unit to operate in its high efficiency zone at all vehicle speeds. Depending on
the specifics of the transmission system, up to 20% of the energy supplied by the powertrain is
lost to friction, i.e. efficiencies of above 80% are observed. The remaining energy (transferred to
the wheels) is used to accelerate and elevate the vehicle, and to overcome driveline drag forces,
rolling friction at the wheels, and air resistance [33].

2.3 Hybrid electric vehicle
A hybrid electric vehicle uses multiple sources of energy that can be autonomously or together
used to propel the wheels. Normally, the energy sources include an electric motor with energy
from the ESS, and a smaller than normal diesel engine that together provide the same power as a
conventional heavy duty vehicle while reducing FC and emissions. However, these types of
HEV have some challenges when inclining very long hills due to limited energy available in the
ESS.
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The clear benefits of a hybrid electric vehicle
Ideal engine operating region: The engine has a region of highest efficiency on the torque-speed
envelope. In an HEV (series or power split), the engine can operate more often in its region of
highest efficiency. As the engine and traction model are not coupled directly (except the parallel
HEV), the engine does not have to always follow the road load change. The engine can run in a
less transient situation which results in significant reductions to FC and emissions [34].
 Engine auto-stop: Fuel economy is very low when the engine operates at a low speed or idling
status which is about 10% of the engine load or less. The engine is shut off when its speed is
below a certain threshold thereby reducing FC and emissions [35].
 Regenerative braking: A regenerative brake recovers the kinetic energy by converting it into
electrical energy which can be stored in the ESS for future use. The kinetic energy is
dissipated as heat in a conventional brake system. In HEVs, part of this energy could be
recuperated depending on the duty cycle and aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance [34].
 Improved drivability: The electric motor reacts faster than an internal combustion engine
(ICE), so the torque required to reach the desired vehicle speed can be achieved faster than a
conventional vehicle.
 Electrical accessories: the mechanical accessories are replaced by electric systems which will
save energy [35].

Drawbacks of a hybrid electric vehicle
 The configuration is more complex than a conventional vehicle configuration.
 The vehicle mass is heavier due to the addition of components such as ESS and electric motor.
 The cost is increased due to the complexity of the energy control strategy and the additional
components.
 The reliability of the overall system is decreased due to the increased system complexity [6].

2.4 Control systems for improving drivability
It is important to explore in details to understanding of the drivability for both conventional and
hybrid electric vehicles, since the main objective of this work is to evaluate the influences of
hybrid electric vehicle control strategies on vehicle drivability. Consequently, this section
reviews some of the dynamic control procedures used to improve drivability in conventional,
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electric and hybrid electric vehicles. Drivability is associated with the driver's sensitivity to the
dynamic responses of the vehicle [36, 37]. Drivability is frequently evaluated by qualified
drivers that evaluate the vehicle performance under precise dynamic conditions for example
engine idling, launch, acceleration, cruise (low/high speed), pedal tip-in/tip-out, gear changes
and engine on/off. The general evaluation of automobile drivability can be inefficient and is
subject to human error. Lately, auto builders moved towards the use of special software sets to
evaluate drivability in an independent way [38]. These software sets use methods (for example
neural networks) that process a combination of sensors and data gained from several driving
conditions.

2.4.1 Empirical rule-based control strategy
An empirical rule-based control strategy is based on “if-then-else” logic and uses the statistically
best effectiveness map to attain the best fuel efficiency. The empirical rule is used to establish
events which will be activated when firm conditions are met. The thermostatic control strategy is
typical of a rule-based control approach. In a thermostatic control strategy, the state of charge is
calculated as an event cause and the engine is turned on/off when the state of charge reaches the
prescribed lower/upper bound. Rule-based strategies have been one of the most commonly used
energy management approaches [37]. The rule-based control strategy is artless, real-time
implementable and has fewer calculations in comparison to real time control strategy. The
significance of the simplicity is that this strategy cannot promise the best FE all of the time. A
significant volume of parameters need to be modified in order to find the maximum fuel
efficiency point. A rule-based control strategy for a particular vehicle cannot be readily used for
another vehicle [37].

2.4.2 Real time control strategy
This control strategy utilizes the equivalent consumption minimization strategy that is based on
equivalent fuel flow rate to minimize the overall FC over a given driving cycle [39, 40]. For
example, the equivalent fuel rate can be given by:
̇

̇

Equation 2.2
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where ̇

is the equivalent fuel flow, ̇

with unit g/J, and

is the real fuel,

is the fuel equivalent factor

is the real electrical power. The equivalent energy from the energy

storage system and the ICE is assessed by relating the cost of instant energy produced. If the ICE
produces power more efficiently than the energy storage system, then the ICE is used as power
to drive the vehicle, otherwise, the ESS is preferred.
The main advantage of a real time control strategy is the optimization of the entire system as a
whole instead of just the engine only. This means that the general efficiency that can be realized
at the energy path is either from the ESS to the wheels or from both of the ICE and ESS to the
wheels.
In a real time control strategy, the types of operation can be considered as start, acceleration,
cruise and deceleration as detailed:
 Starting and acceleration: The energy storage system delivers power to propel the vehicle. The
engine start/stop is depending on the existing electric energy.
 Cruise: The engine is turned on and the engine power is used either to drive the wheels or
charge the ESS.
 Extra energy demand: The internal combustion engine and energy storage system are both
connected to drive the vehicle. The electric motor provides extra torque to meet the wheel
power request relative to engine power.
 Decelerating or descending hills: The regenerative braking recuperates dynamic energy into a
storable system for upcoming use. The engine during this phase can be either run at idle speed
or be turned off.
The disadvantage of this method lies in the complexity of the system due to the connections of
the drivetrain components (ICE, ESS and motor) [41].

2.5 Look-ahead control for hybrid electric vehicle
The look-ahead control primarily differs from instantaneously decision making on descending
hills and ascending hills where the look-ahead control in general reduces or increases speed
previous to the hill. A conventional cruise control fed with the forthcoming road grade
information and managed to increase or decrease the speed. Slowing down prior to decline hills
is automatically saving fuel. There is however no challenge in saving fuel by traveling slower, so
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if the vehicle is let to slow down at some point, the lost time must be gained at another point.
Accelerating prior to up hills is one way which, at least for smaller hills, gives a higher velocity
throughout the hill and will reduce the need for lower gears. Fuel economy improved about 3.5%
on a real world driving highway cycle for about 120 km route without an increase in the trip
time. The controller performance has been observed as easy and natural by drivers and
passengers that have joined in tests and examples [14].

2.6 Backward-looking models (SIMPLEV, ADVISOR)
The backward looking model works by assuming that the vehicle meets the desired speed cycle.
The power demand and related wheel torque are calculated from the desired vehicle speed. The
calculation travels backward through the vehicle drivetrain all the way to the engine to finally
decide how each component should react to track the speed [42]. The backward looking model is
relatively fast to run; however, since the backward looking models are static models which
assume the vehicle speed cycle has already been met, transient effects are not accounted for
realistically. Therefore, the backward looking approach cannot complete an accurate control
strategy. ADVISOR, which was originally developed by NREL in 1994 and was further
developed by AVL in 2004, is representative of a backward looking model. Other simulation
programs, like Simple Electric Vehicle Simulation Software (SIMPLEV), also utilize backward
looking approaches [43].

2.7 Forward-looking model (Autonomie)
Autonomie’s composite modeling and simulation tool is a progressive model that was originally
developed by the Argonne National Laboratory, under the supervision and with the contributions
from Ford, General Motors and Chrysler. It works by imitating the appropriate driver for the
development of the accelerator and brake pedal inputs in order to meet the target vehicle speed
[44]. Autonomie is a flexible and reusable vehicle simulation package and automotive
engineering tool that assesses a vehicle’s FE and performance [44]. Operators can build a model
car properly by selecting the engine, and component models, configuration file and control
strategy and graphical user interface. This program allows researchers to improve the efficiency
of simulation and improve the performance of the car, in addition to helping to reduce emissions
and FC. Currently (2013), Autonomie has been used by more than 895 departments, including
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light duty auto makers, and heavy duty vehicle manufacturers, suppliers, oil companies and
research bodies and universities [45].

2.8 Energy storage system for hybrid electric vehicles
2.8.1 Battery pack
It is important to choose the battery technology as the battery moves the hybrid electric vehicle
in standings of price, reliability, mass and “greenhouse gas emissions” production [46, 47]. The
battery technologies used widely in HEV include lead-acid, nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) and
lithium ion (Li-ion) [48]. Lead-acid batteries were used in the initial period of HEVs, but most of
the current vehicles operate with Ni-MH and Li-ion [46]. Table 2.1 compares and contrasts the
two battery technologies [49]. The dominant battery type in the market for hybrid electric vehicle
now is Li-ion [50].

Table 2.1: The comparison of two batteries [49]
Ni-MH

Li-ion

50 Wh/Kg to 65 Wh/Kg

90 Wh/Kg- 95 Wh/Kg

Battery charging
and discharging
cycles

200-300 cycles

Above 1000 cycles

Cycle life of the
battery

The calendar life of Ni-MH batteries
can be improved by full discharging
to prevent crystalline formation

Li-ion batteries are subject to aging,
even if not in use

State of charge

There exists a constant
voltage profile for this battery from
80% -30%

The battery should not be fully
charged, high voltages stresses the
battery

Temperature
dependent
performance

Shows unsatisfactory performance at
high or low temperatures

The performance erodes
drastically at extreme
high/low temperatures

Specific energy
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2.8.2 Ultracapacitors
An ultracapacitor is an electrochemical capacitor that has high energy density while having the
same features of a usual capacitor [51]. The ultracapacitor contains two electrodes, which are
separated by an insulator. This keeps current from flowing between the electrodes so that an
electric potential is allowed to develop. The electrodes are normally built from a layer of
activated carbon with metal foil. As the charge builds up on the electrodes, ions are attached to
the surface of the activated carbon [52]. Ultracapacitors have clear advantages when compared
with batteries, as described below:
The advantages of ultracapacitor are:
 Long life span, without degrading the performance with use, which extends the life of a
HEVs’ power source.
 Can be charged or discharged in a very short time, approximately ten times faster than a
battery with the same weight, but unfortunately it can’t maintain energy for a long time, and
has a much lower energy storage capacity.
 Low weight and volume.
 Steady performance at temperatures as low as -40 oF [52].
The hybrid electric vehicle with the ultracapacitors is better controlled at quick power transient
due to its high power density, which enables an HEV with ultracapacitors to increase existing
power during acceleration [52]. However, the ultracapacitors have some limitations such as
variable voltage, which is negative in some cases and also they can’t store energy for long time.
Most of the existing ultracapacitor hybrids are designed for use in transit buses where their
frequent stop-and-go duty cycles are conducive to the use of [52].
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Chapter 3 : The Model Overview
3.1 Autonomie overview
Autonomie was constructed to be used as a tool through the several phases of model based
design of the Vehicle Development Process (VDP) [53]. Model Based Design is a
mathematically based graphical procedure for planning multifaceted control systems and is being
used efficiently in many powertrains control, manufacturing, space, and motorized applications
[53]. It delivers an effective method that encloses four important elements in the process:
displaying a powertrain, generating and examining a controller for the powertrain, mimicking the
powertrain and manager together, and encoding or ordering the controller [53]. Autonomie is the
successor to the PSAT [45]. Figure (3.1) shows the general schematic of software running a
simulation in Autonomie.

Environment

Driver

Vehicle Propulsion
Controller

Starter

Engine

Mech. acc.

Clutch/torque

Gear box

Final drive

Wheel

Vehicle

converter
Battery

Generator

Torque coupling

Elec. acc.

Vehicle Propulsion Architecture

Figure 3.1: Schematic of conventional truck model in Autonomie [54]
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3.2 Powertrain controller strategy for a direct parallel pre-transmission HEV
The main components of parallel HEV are the electric motor/generator, energy storage system,
and controller. Figure (3.2) shows the schematic of pre-transmission parallel HEV [23]. The
control strategy for the VPC works by gathering all input parameters, which represent the
demand and components limits, (driver acceleration demand, driver braking demand, engine
torque limit, SOC) as shown in Figure (3.3) [54]. The control strategy for a direct parallel pretransmission HEV essentially works as follows: the main power source for the vehicle is the
engine with the electric motor working as alternative power unit. The energy storage system is
sustained at the target SOC and it will be charged if below that or use the power available if
above the target energy level. The electric motor can assist the engine when it reaches the peak
load as long as the battery has adequate energy. The electric motor can drive the vehicle alone
and turn off the engine if the power demand is meeting the electric motor capability (it happens
most at low speed). Figure (3.4) shows the subsystem control strategy for a direct parallel pretransmission HEV [54]. Each component in the HEV has a subsystem diagram to calculate
energy demand and maximum power available from it. All abbreviations used in these
subsystems were listed in the nomenclature and abbreviations list at the beginning of this
dissertation.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of pre-transmission hybrid drives [23]
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Figure 3.3: The control strategy for direct parallel pre-transmission HEV [54]
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Figure 3.4: Diagram for subsystem control strategy for direct parallel pre-transmission HEV [54]
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3.2.1 The vehicle propulsion controller design description
The forward-looking simulation tool, Autonomie, was used in this study to simulate different
vehicle models. It works by simulating the appropriate driver for the development of the
accelerator and brake pedal inputs in order to meet the target vehicle speed. Developers can build
a model car properly by selecting the engine, components, configuration files (the response time
and equipment’s efficiency maps) and control strategy and graphical user interface. As shown in
previous Figures (3.3 and 3.4) the VPC worked basically by gathering the driver demands, which
is depressing the accelerator or the braking pedal inputs, and all other component characteristics.
The components such as engine, transmission, electric motor and battery have maximum and
minimum capability. Moreover, the controller considered several other parameters such as time
for equipment to respond, efficiency map, mechanical and electrical power sources.

For example, when the driver depressed the accelerator pedal to move the vehicle, the VPC
managed the powertrain’s power to decide the power demand of each power source (i.e. engine
and electric motor). This decision was based on the equipment energy and the vehicle activity.
The equipment has initialization files that enable the designer to define different controlling
parameters, such as engine on/off status, maximum power from the electric motor, and driving
mode. Moreover, if the vehicle was being driven at low speed and the electric motor power was
sufficient to propel the vehicle as well as enough energy in the ESS, then the VPC will make the
vehicle run on electric mode as an electric vehicle (EV) to improve FE. On the other hand, when
the driver hits brake pedal, the VPC will manage the powertrain to capture as much free energy
as possible from using the regenerative brake system. This amount of captured free energy
depends on the electric generator and ESS capacities. Figure (3.5) shows the state flow chart of
the model and how it manages the power sources based on power events [54]. Furthermore,
some braking is always supplied to the steering tires to maintain vehicle stability.
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Figure 3.5: State flow (chart) for the VPC of parallel pre-transmission hybrid electric
vehicle [54]
3.2.2 Parallel HEV power sources management
The sub charts of state flow show how the VPC manages the powertrain to propel the wheels or
to capture the free energy while using the brake system. Figures (3.6-3.9) show in detail the
coding and commands inside these sub charts. All of these commands together work to manage
the parallel hybrid electric vehicle powertrain to propel the wheels. Based on the engine’s power
demand, the VPC managed the engine’s on/off status. For example, when the power demand was
less than 50 kW, the engine will be off. There is a time period considered for the engine to
respond the on command as shown in Figure (3.6). A hybrid electric vehicle can work as an
electric vehicle depending on the alternative power source capability (i.e. electric motor and
ESS) and the vehicle activity (i.e. mainly vehicle speed as well as acceleration and ascending
hills). It was proved that the electric vehicle mode is more efficient in fuel economy perspective
at low speed. On the other hand, it’s proven that the vehicle is better to propel as a conventional
vehicle (i.e. using engine only) at highway speed. Therefore, at high speed the alternative power
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source (i.e. the electric motor) would work as an assistant power source to assist the engine when
the wheels’ power demand surpasses the engine peak power, and it also works on capturing the
free energy while using the brake system. The VPC could choose the power source to propel the
wheels based on that strategy as shown in Figures (3.7 -3.8).

Figure 3.6: State flow (sub chart) for the VPC of parallel pre-transmission hybrid electric
vehicle to control engine on/off status [54]

Figure 3.7: State flow (sub chart) for the VPC of parallel pre-transmission hybrid
electric vehicle to manage the powertrain at stop or the brake status [54]
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Figure 3.8: State flow (sub chart) for the VPC of parallel pre-transmission
hybrid electric vehicle to run the vehicle on electric mode [54]

3.3 Model and validate a heavy duty vehicle
A conventional heavy duty vehicle was modeled using Autonomie software and the main
equipment sizes are listed in Table (3.1). A hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle model was built
using Autonomie software also. The parallel hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle configuration
was chosen for this study. The hybridization depth varied from 100 kW motor size and 5 kWh
battery pack energy to 200 kW motor size and 15 kWh battery pack.
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Table 3.1: Equipment sizes summary

Engine Power (kW)
GVWR 50%load (kg)
GVWR 100%load (kg)
Final Drive (ratio)
Tires (m radius)
Motor (kW)
Battery Energy (kWh)
Battery Power (kW)
Transmission

Conventional
410
26,000
36,000
3.55:1
305/70/R22.5
----10 speed (14.8-1)

Mechanical Acc. (kW)
Elec. Acc. (kW)

5.2
0.3

HEV-1
HEV-2
HEV-3
410
410
410
26,000
26,000
26,000
36,000
36,000
36,000
3.55:1
3.55:1
3.55:1
305/70/R22.5 305/70/R22.5 305/70/R22.5
100
150
200
5
10
15
100
150
200
10 speed
10 speed
10 speed
(14.8-1)
(14.8-1)
(14.8-1)
1
1
1
3
3
3

3.3.1 The tested conventional truck information
The heavy duty vehicle used in this study was a Peterbilt truck, which is a conventional tractor,
with a non-EGR 550 HP (410 kW) 1996 Caterpillar 3406E engine, 18-speed Roadranger manual
transmission and Peterbilt 379EXHD tandem axle drive. A test was performed at the WVU
Transportable

Heavy

Duty

Vehicle

Emission

Testing

Laboratory

in

April

2006.

Acknowledgement is given to the engineers, staff, faculty, and graduate students that were
accompanying with the testing operations within the Center for Alternative Fuels, Engines, and
Emissions (CAFEE) at WVU. The vehicle was operated over the UDDS on the chassis
dynamometer to provide continuous emissions as well as engine speed and engine percent load
data [49]. Detailed information about the vehicle can be found in Table 3.2 [55].
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Table 3.2: Details of the Peterbilt truck information [55]
WVU Test Reference Number

WVU-Peterbilt-D2-TEST_D

Vehicle Type

Tractor

Vehicle Manufacturer

Peterbilt

Vehicle Model Year

1996

Vehicle tested weight (lb.)

56,000

Odometer Reading (mile)

Started from 441,097

Transmission Type

18-speed Manual Transmission

Final drive ratio

3.55

Tire Size

305/70R22.5

Coefficient of Rolling Resistance

0.00938

Coefficient of Aerodynamic
Engine Type

0.79
Caterpillar 3406E

Engine Model year

1996

Primary Fuel

D2

Test Cycle

UDDS (also termed TEST_D)

Test Date

4/21/06

3.3.2 Engine model
The engine used in this study was a Caterpillar C15 with rated power of 324 kW. The engine
model size was scaled to match the tested engine power size (410kW). The engine model in
Autonomie considered engine torque demand, engine speed, and engine ON as input parameters,
and it considered the fuel consumption rate as output. Figure (3.9) shows the general Simulink
diagram of the engine model.
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3

Case 1 - Trq>0
Case 2 - Eng ON & Trq<0 => CTT
Case 3 - Eng OFF and Trq<0 => Zero Fuel Curve

Figure 3.9: General Simulink diagram of the engine model in Autonomie [54]

3.3.3 Validate simulation results
When any model is simulated, a very important question must be answered. The question is, are
these results for that model valid? An experimental measurement was used to validate the
conventional vehicle model. The data used were for the truck owned by WVU/CAFEE as
presented in previous section. The truck (410 kW) was run through the UDDS on the chassis
dynamometer to provide fuel rate, engine speed and engine percent load. Table (3.3) shows the
measured [57] and simulated results respectively. Figures (3.10-3.14) show the measured results
verses the simulated test for the conventional truck model on the UDDS driving cycle. In this
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study, a parallel hybrid electric vehicle wasn’t tested, but the model of it has been simulated
using Autonomie. Moreover, the same validated conventional truck model was used after adding
the hybridization equipment, which was electric motor, battery pack, and vehicle propulsion
controller. Therefore, the outcomes of this study can be considered as reliable results.
Table 3.3: Validation results of peterbilt truck
Parameter

Measured

Autonomie Simulated

Relative % Error

UDDS cycle (mile)

5.44

5.4

0.74

Average vehicle speed (m/s)

8.35

8.34

0.03

Fuel economy (MPG)

3.82

3.65

4.4

Fuel mass (kg)

4.58

4.71

-2.84

Average Engine fuel rate (g/s)

4.37

4.49

-2.79

Average Engine speed (rad/s)

124.06

107.76

13

Average Engine torque (Nm)

498.93

510.10

-2.24

Average Engine power (kW)

79.59

70.82

11

2640.49

2764.36

-4.7

Average CO2 (g/mile)

Figure 3.10: Measured versus simulated vehicle speed.
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Figure 3.11: Measured versus simulated engine torque.

Figure 3.12: Measured versus simulated engine speed.
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Figure 3.13: Measured versus simulated fuel rate.

Figure 3.14: Measured versus simulated output engine power.
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3.4 Several uphill and downhill terrains with highway constant speed cycles
The ultimate goal of modifying the VPC was to enable it to manage the ESS in opportunistic
regenerative braking. On the other hand, the looking-ahead control should be precise in
estimating the upcoming power demand. Therefore, ascending and descending hill with constant
speed has been selected to analyze the modified model sensitivity. Moreover, a constant highway
speed driving cycle (60 mile/hour) has been selected. Road grade was generated as 3% for uphill
and downhill terrain as shown in Figures (3.15 -3.17). Figure (3.18) shows the different road
grade as going up and down hill which is 0.5%, 2%, and 3%, respectively. The purpose of
generating different road grades was to investigate the modified VPC model detection
effectiveness. Since, the road grade between 1% and -2% does not need the driver to depress the
gas pedal or hit the brake to maintain vehicle speed as proven in previous study [35], so the road
grade for terrains have been selected in between and out of the values. In other words, when the
truck ascends a road with less than 1% grade, the powertrain does not need
additional power to maintain the truck speed.

Figure 3.15: Ascending hill with 3% road grade
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substantial

Figure 3.16: Descending hill with 3% road grade

Figure 3.17: Descending and Ascending hill with 3% road grade
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Figure 3.18: Ascending and Descending hill with 0.5%, 2% and 3% road
grades respectively

3.5 Identify different real world driving cycles for heavy duty vehicles
This section identifies the real world data source and summarizes some important characteristics
for these cycles. The data source, which were used in this study, is representative of in-use
measurements achieved with PEMS and WVU MEMS units [56]. Appreciation is given to the
engineers, staff, faculty, and graduate students that were associated with the testing campaigns
within the CAFEE at WVU. Vehicles used to collect this data were heavy duty vehicles with
GVWR of 80,000 lbs. The MEMS consisted of an exhaust gas sample conditioning system and
emissions gas analyzers for NOX and CO2 concentrations, a data acquisition system, an exhaust
flow rate measurement device, ECU interface hardware, ambient condition sensors and a global
positioning system (GPS) receiver. For this study, ECU, ambient condition sensors, barometer,
and GPS were the main sources for vehicle speed and road grade data.
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Routes used
Five routes were used in this study. These routes represent different highway patterns with
different road grades [57].
West Virginia University to California route
The accumulative time for this trip was about 42 hours driving and about 2,500 miles in distance.
Three sections were selected during this trip and they are as follows:
 Columbus, OH to Indianapolis, IN (Clmbs2Ind) route: This route represented a highway and
flat terrain journey on I-70 for about 170 miles.
 Las Vegas, NV to Halloran Summit Road, Nipton, CA (Las2Hall) route: This route
represented uphill driving on highway I-15 for about 70 miles.
 Halloran Summit Road, Nipton, CA to Barstow, CA (Hall2Bar) route: This route represented
downhill driving on highway I-15 for about 80 miles.

Bruceton Mills route:
This route was separated into outbound (Sab2BM) and homecoming (BM2Sab) trips. These two
routes have a significant hill climb during each route and provided more than 10 minutes of
continuously high power demand data. The route began at the West Virginia University Sabraton
facility near to the entrance ramp on I-68 east and nonstop on I-68, where a climb of a constant
5% grade existed, followed by transient road grades to the reversal point at Bruceton Mills, WV.
The total trip distance was about 40 miles. The highway speed limit was 70 mph on the going
trip; however, the highway speed limit was 50 mph on the way back to the WVU facility in
Sabraton when the route was steeply descending. Table 3.4 gives additional information and
characteristics of the real world routes.

Figures (3.19-3.23) show the real world driving cycles used in this study. The 1% and -2% road
grade have been selected because the driver between these values does not need to depress the
gas pedal or depress brake to maintain vehicle speed as shown in previous study [35]. In other
words, when the truck ascends a road with less than 1% grade, the powertrain will not need a
substantial additional power to maintain the truck speed.
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Table 3.4: Characteristics of real world condition cycles.
Ave Speed

Max
Speed
mph
70.17

Grade
> 1%
%
6.80

Grade
< -2%
%
1.17

Distance

Duration

mile
170.61

hour
2.78

Time
stop
%
0.25

1

Clmbs2Ind

mph
61.21

2

Las2Hall

57.94

70.53

25.17

5.54

81.69

1.41

0.49

3

Hall2Bar

53.96

65.9

20.20

27.82

72.58

1.34

0.53

4

BM2Sab

31.08

70.32

30.9

35.66

20.29

0.65

10

5

Sab2BM

33.02

71.71

42.52

25.20

20.66

0.62

15.75

Figure 3.19: Columbus, OH to Indianapolis, IN real world driving cycle [56]
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Figure 3.20: Las Vegas, NV to Halloran Summit Road, Nipton, CA real
world cycle [56]

Figure 3.21: Halloran Summit Road, Nipton, CA to Barstow, CA real
world driving cycle [56]
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Figure 3.22: Bruceton Mills to Sabraton on I 68, WV driving cycle [56]

Figure 3.23: Sabraton to Bruceton Mills on I 68, WV driving cycle [56]
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3.6 Road altitude and grade calculation
3.6.1 Road altitude
The road grade calculation was significant in this study because of the estimated additional
power demand required for ascending hills or the available free energy for capture when
descending hills. Since the major source for alternative energy for a HEV is using the brake
system, road grade needs to be calculated precisely. Barometric pressure was used during the real
world cycles to calculate the altitude as a function of pressure and temperature [57]:

(( )

)

Equation 3.1

where: h represents the altitude (meter), To represents the standard temperature, R is the
universal gas constant for air, L is the standard temperature lapse rate, Po is the standard
pressure, and g represents gravitational acceleration. The derived equation was based on a subset
of the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) model formulated by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO). The ISA assumed a constant lapse rate between 0 and 33,000
feet altitude [58]. Table (3.5) shows the atmospheric parameters used in the calculation of
altitude in SI units.

Table 3.5: Atmospheric parameters [59]
Symbol Value
101,325
Po
288.15
To
9.80665
g
‐0.0065
L
287.053
R

Unit
Pa
K
m/s2
K/m
J/kg K

Description
Pressure at zero altitude (base pressure)
Temperature at zero altitude
Acceleration due to gravity
Lapse rate
Gas constant for air
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3.6.2 Road grade calculation
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) defined
road grade as the rise or fall in vertical distance divided by the horizontal distance for that exact
route [59]. To calculate the road grade, geometric relationships were used as shown in Figure
(3.24). The change in elevation (V) during a specific time interval (t = t2 - t1) is based on road
elevation data, which is the ambient pressure and measured using barometer. The theory of
triangles represents the actual distance (S). Equations (3.2-3.5) show the calculation process for
road grade.

Figure 3.24: Scheme of relationship between
distance and elevation of the road

̅

Equation 3.2

√

Equation 3.3

( )

Equation 3.4

( )

Equation 3.5

Some instantaneous calculated grade values were outliers, so the data were post-processed and
refined due to signal noise. The refinement was accomplished by removing the outlier values and
using linear interpolation between the previous and next value to substitute missing data.
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3.7 Generating road grade patterns and matching them with the chassis
driving cycles such as Transient, Cruise, and HDUDDS:
Several chassis driving cycles were used to study hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle efficiency
[58]. Repeated cycles were performed to simulate a long trip in comparison to chassis driving
cycles, which mimics real world conditions. The highway chassis cycles were repeated without
stop periods. Several road grades (radian) and oscillation periods (km) were generated. In other
words, repeated cruise non-stop driving cycles with different road grades and periodic road grade
represented by a sine wave (to mimic hilly and mountain terrain) were used. Repeated HDUDDS
driving cycles with different road grades were used here also. Acceleration and deceleration were
not detected for these looking-ahead scenarios. Table (3.6) shows the chassis cycles with some
properties. Table (3.7) shows the suggested road grades and period. Figures (3.25-3.30) show a
sample of different chassis cycles used in this study.

Table 3.6: Different repeated chassis driving cycles
Cycle name

1
2
3
4
5

Cycle ID

Max
Spd
mph
Cruise
50.97 59.06
HHDDT65 60.91 66.77
Transient 15.34 47.54

Cruise cycle
Heavy Duty Diesel Truck
CARB Transient Cycle
HD Urban Dynamometer UDDS
truck
Driving Schedule
City Suburban Heavy
CSHVR
Vehicle Route

Ave
Spd
mph

Distance
mile
121.62
136.90
17.05

Duration Time
stop
hr.
%
2.39
1.89
2.25
1.06
1.11
18.46

18.74 57.66

33.12

1.77

35.28

13.59 43.80

40.32

2.97

27.70

Table 3.7: Road grades and period generated to match with chassis cycles
Grade%
Period km

2

3

4

5

2% & 5 km

3% & 5 km

4% & 5 km

10

2% & 10 km

3% & 10 km

4% &10 km
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Figure 3.25: Repeated Cruise cycle with 2% maximum grade and 10 km
period

Figure 3.26: Repeated Cruise cycle with 4% maximum grade and 5 km
period
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Figure 3.27: Part of repeated Cruise cycle with 2% maximum grade and
10 km period

Figure 3.28: Repeated HDUDDS cycle with 3% maximum grade and 5 km
period
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Figure 3.29: Part of repeated HDUDDS cycle with 3% maximum grade
and 5 km period

Figure 3.30: Combined Cruise, CSHVR, Transient, and HDT65 cycle with
2% maximum grade and 10 km period
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3.8 Summary
This section provides an overview of the model. Autonomie has been analyzed to understand the
parallel hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle model. The major modification was for the vehicle
propulsion controller to enable looking ahead and manage power in advance. The algorithm of
the modified model was explained Different real world and chassis cycles were used to evaluate
the possible benefits of the parallel heavy duty HEV with looking-ahead control strategy.
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Chapter 4 : The Methodology
4.1 Modifying the VPC for a direct parallel HEV model.
4.1.1 Conventional vehicle propulsion controller
For this study the modification will be on the subsystem control strategy to calculate the engine
torque demand. The conventional calculation of the engine torque demand worked by inputting
the parameters (wheel torque demand, wheel speed demand, SOC, accessories power, engine
speed, and maximum engine torque). The target SOC was sustained at the middle. If the battery
SOC is above the middle, then the ESS would be depleted. On the other hand, if the battery SOC
was below middle, then the ESS would be charged. Accessory power was added to the total
power demand. If the total torque demand was surpassed the maximum engine torque, then the
maximum engine torque was commanded as the output engine torque. For the VPC, if the wheel
power demand exceeded the output engine power, then the VPC depleted the ESS regardless of
the battery threshold SOC, as long as battery SOC was above the minimum safety limit and
motor power was capable of assisting the main power source. For this study, the ESS’s power
was assumed equal to the motor’s power.

Figure (4.1) shows diagram of the calculation

sequence for engine torque demand [54].

ESS power
demand

Wheel power demand

Engine power demand

Engine torque demand

1
whl trq dmd
3
whl spd

1
eng_pwr_dmd

5

[ess.plant.init.soc_init]

Soc

ess_soc_init

divider

ess pwr for
SOC regulation
4
eng spd
min = eng.plant.init.spd_idle
max = inf

6
acc pwr

2

min = 0
max = inf

min

2
eng trq dmd

eng trq max

Battery SOC
Accessories power
demand

Engine speed

Maximum engine torque

Figure 4.1: Subsystem control strategy for a direct parallel pre-transmission HEV to calculate engine
torque demand [54]
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4.1.2 Modified vehicle propulsion controller
The modified subsystem control strategy to calculate engine torque demand for a looking-ahead
strategy worked basically by opening a time window in the future, calculating the power
demand. Based on that calculation, the engine torque demand was recalculated to manage the
battery SOC. Figure (4.2) shows the diagram of the proposed looking-ahead subsystem control
strategy to manage the battery SOC and calculate the new engine torque demand.

1

Instantaneous engine
torque demand

whl trq dmd
3
whl spd

5

0
1

[ess.plant.init.soc_init]

Soc

eng_pwr_dmd
ess_soc_init

ess pwr for
SOC regulation
divider

The
forthcoming
vehicle
speed, road
grade and
stops statuses

4

6

eng spd
min = eng.plant.init.spd_idle
max = inf

acc pwr

2

min = 0
max = inf

min

2
eng trq dmd

eng trq max

x

Managing battery energy in
opportunistic regenerative

x1
whlP

C:\Autonomie_2012\sch_cycle.mat
From File"Vehicle_Speed"

A
B

Ahmed

P

stop
counter

C:\Autonomie_2012\sch_grade.mat
From File1" road_grade"

Mass

Look-Ahead control

C:\Autonomie_2012\sch_stop.mat
From File1" Stop_Det"

1

Vehicle
mass

1
s

Constant1

Integrator
26000
Vehicle_mass

Figure 4.2: Diagram of the proposed looking-ahead subsystem control strategy for a direct
parallel pre transmission HEV to manage the battery SOC
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4.2 Algorithm of the modification on vehicle propulsion controller
4.2.1 Simple algorithm
Following is the algorithm for the looking-ahead model to manage the battery SOC and calculate
the new instantaneous engine torque based on the forthcoming power demand. For the modified
controller, if the instantaneous vehicle speed was less than 25 mph (city activity) and the electric
motor power was sufficient to propel the wheels, then the vehicle was driven as an electric
vehicle (engine off). Moreover, the 25 mph speed was selected to switch between electric modes
to hybrid mode because it represents a speed limit in most cities’ routes, and it could be tuned if
needed.
1- Open a time window (one minute) in the future and calculate the average speed ahead and
compare it to the current speed for the vehicle.
2- Simultaneously for the same opened window, calculate the average forthcoming road grade
and compare it to the current road grade.
3- Use the road load equation to calculate the negative road grade when the vehicle starts using
the brake system as shown in equation 4.1.

(

sin(θ))

Equation 4.1

Equation 4.2 assumes that the vehicle propulsion power demand becomes zero before it starts
becoming negative, and it assumes that the vehicle is moving at constant speed (i.e. using the
cruise control system, and the acceleration and deceleration = 0).
Assume

=0 and

=0.

 To calculate negative road grade (radian) ahead considering vehicle speed and mass as
variables, the equation was as follows:

((

) (

))
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Equation 4.2

4- If the road grade ahead is less than calculated negative road grade (equation 4.2), then
calculate the expected power ahead and manage the battery SOC to guarantee enough battery
capacity to capture the upcoming free energy (from using the brake system) as much as
possible.
5- If the road grade ahead is greater than zero, then calculate the power needed to go uphill. Then
if the power demand to go uphill will surpass 80% of engine peak power (to give a chance for
un expected acceleration and better fuel efficiency also [57]), then charge the battery the same
as the energy demand ahead if the battery does not have enough energy for that energy
demand ahead.
6- For both charging or discharging status, if the equipment has not generated enough power to
respond, then the controller will make them work at maximum possible working zone
considering all limitations to simulate the vehicle performance in real life as Autonomie
software is doing.
7- This procedure keeps repeating every second during the trip to manage battery SOC in
opportunistic regenerative braking.
8- The engine power management works to guarantee that the power from the engine and the
battery together will be adequate for the next event to the extent possible.
9- The looking-ahead strategy stops executing 10 minutes ahead of the trips’ ends, so that the
cycle ends with the same battery SOC as for without the looking-ahead strategy as possible.
10- The communication between the infrastructures to vehicle (I2V) is assumed to be continuous,
and the information will be updating regularly every two minutes.

4.2.2 Sophisticated algorithm
For a sophisticated control strategy, it was found that significant improvement can be achieved
by opening a dynamic window within the time window that is already open. The purpose of the
dynamic window is to calculate the cumulative energy needed or available, and determine if the
battery SOC will be critical. Then, based on that calculation, the VPC will make a decision to
manage battery SOC in opportunistic regenerative braking. Moreover, if no opportunity to
charge the battery ahead of a climb is available, then the fuel energy will be used increase the
SOC. The major benefit is to avoid unnecessary charging or discharging efficiency losses. Figure
(4.3) shows the scheme for expected forthcoming traffic conditions to make a proper action in
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advance. The symbols x and y in the Figure refer to the beginning and the end of the lookingahead period (window time). Real world and chassis dynamometer driving with road grades for
city and highway driving cycles were used to study the possible impact of using ITS information
on parallel heavy duty HEV efficiency.

Figure 4.3: Scheme of looking-ahead strategy for forthcoming traffic conditions.

4.3 Scenarios to study the impact of ITS information ahead.
At the start of each trip with a known destination, a GPS is going to generate a speed profile
based on infrastructure information for ITS and generate the road grade profile from the database
for GIS. The main concern of looking-ahead strategy is obtaining false or inaccurate information
for the forthcoming traffic condition. When the information for forthcoming traffic conditions is
wrong, the impact might be worse than without looking-ahead strategy. This study assumed
different scenarios of the information precision and details that the VPC might receive to manage
ESS in opportunistic regenerative.
Five scenarios are proposed for this study as following:
1- Scenario 1 (Sc1): ITS information ahead will be for forthcoming route elevation with ± 1.5%
road grade resolution, practical vehicle speed, and opening one window each time.
2- Scenario 2 (Sc2): ITS information ahead will be for forthcoming practical route elevation,
speed limit, and opening one window each time.
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3- Scenario 3 (Sc3): ITS information will be regarding route elevation, practical speed ahead
with ± 5 mph resolution, and opening one window each time.
4- Scenario 4 (Sc4): ITS information will be regarding route elevation, practical speed ahead
with ± 10 mph resolution, and opening one window each time.
5- Scenario 5 (Sc5): ITS information ahead will be regarding route elevation, speed limit,
practical speed, and stop detection. In this scenario two windows at the same time will be
open, one window for a short time ahead, such as 1 minute ahead, to detect the vehicle
stopping and second time window for a longtime, such as 3, 5, and 7 minutes ahead (based on
the hybridization equipment sizes), ahead regarding route elevation and practical speed.
Therefore, these scenarios can help to illustrate the possible positive and negative impacts of
forthcoming information precision. In other words, the false alert for power demand or driver
using the brake system can impact negatively on fuel economy or alternative power contribution.
The term practical vehicle speed used in the scenarios means the real time vehicle speed ahead.
Moreover, the plus/minus traffic information accuracy is generated by assuming that the data
accuracy is switching every 50 seconds. For example, ± 10 mph resolution means that the
forthcoming real time vehicle speed increased by 10 mph for 50 seconds and then decreased by
10 mph for the next 50 seconds and so on.

4.4 Hybridization equipment efficiency
The hybridization equipment consist mainly of the electric motor, energy storage system and
vehicle propulsion controller. Electric motor efficiency represents the main source for energy
losses [60]. Energy storage system represents another loss factor due to charging and discharging
efficiency [46].

4.4.1 Energy storage system efficiency
The hybrid electric vehicles are available in the auto market and passed the first phase, which is
the concern of architecture sophistication and maintenance issues [61]. The customers’ demand
is concerned with improving HEV performance. One of the main sources for energy losses in
HEV is the energy storage system losses. The ESS efficiency is a function of the current and
internal resistance of the battery, which cause loss. Ni-MH battery showed a strong trend in low
heat production during charging and discharging [62]. Nickel metal hydride battery, which is
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used in this study, may help to improve HEV in two ways: the first improvement is decreasing
the ESS cost, and the second improvement is the ESS efficiency. Figure (4.4) shows the
efficiency for ESS on heavy duty Transient driving cycle for heavy duty HEV model using
Autonomie software [54].

Figure 4.4: Energy storage system efficiency and power on heavy duty
transient driving cycle
4.4.2 Electric motor efficiency
The electric motor efficiency represents a major source to decrease the ESS charging and
discharging total efficiency [63]. Manufacturers are working continuously to improve HEV
equipment efficiencies including electric motors [63]. UQM developed a technology to provide
the market with efficient electric motors for HEV specifically [64]. UQM Power Phase electric
motors which are used in this study show a strong trend regarding the efficiency and
performance [64, 65]. The design characteristics of the electric machine contribute to lower
usage of copper, iron and other materials, and it contributes to reduced built-up costs compared
to other motors of similar power. These aspects have permitted them to rate their advanced
motors and controls competitively while providing better performance than conventional motors
and controllers. UQM motors can be operated in either a forward or reverse direction of rotation,
or it can be operated either in motor or generator mode with the ability to dynamically change
from one mode of operation to another in millisecond response time [64, 66]. On the other hand,
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the electric motors have some limits and that is due to thermal issues; for example the electric
motor used in this study cannot run at the maximum power more than 250 seconds [54]. A UQM
electric motor has been used for this study. Figures (4.5 and 4.6) show the electric motor
efficiency.

Figure 4.5: Electric motor efficiency [56]

Figure 4.6: Electric motor efficiency map for 150 kW motor power [56]
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4.5 Calculation of time needed for charging and discharging electric storage
system
The time needed for charging or discharging the energy storage system was calculated based on
the equipment capacity. Moreover, the electric motor may work at 70-80% of peak load to work
at better efficiency according to the efficiency map [67]. For the calculated ESS and electric
motor efficiency in the previous sections, the rough estimation of charging and discharging
efficiency could be assumed as 80% for the electric motor and 95% for the battery pack. On the
other hand, during the simulation, equipment efficiency will be calculated more accurately based
on their efficiency maps using Autonomie software [54].

The maximum effective capacity of the battery pack to be charged or discharged represents about
55% of the battery pack size. The battery cannot be discharged below the safety limit, which is
30%, and cannot exceed 90% [46]. On other hand, since the ahead energy estimation is based on
averaging the information (vehicle speed and road grade) ahead, it will be more convenient to
give a tolerance with 5% of SOC, for small events might not be expected, such as driver
unexpected demand for acceleration or deceleration. In other words, the modified VPC was
limiting charging of the battery to a maximum of 85% SOC and discharge to a minimum of 35%
SOC based on forthcoming events. Equation 4.3 is used to calculate time needed for charging
and discharging the energy storage system. Figure (4.7) shows the time required for charging and
discharging with different equipment sizes.

(

Equation 4.3

)
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Figure 4.7: Charging and discharging time for different energy storage
system sizes

4.6 Estimate the negative road grade when driver needs to depress the brake
The method used to predict the forthcoming energy demand was by applying the road load
equation to calculate the total power demand. The negative road grade was calculated based on
two assumptions; the first was that the power demand will become zero (power demand
decreased to become zero, and then it starts becoming negative); the second assumption was that
the acceleration and deceleration will be zero. Equation 4.4 shows the negative road grade when
the driver start using brake system.

θ

sin

[(

) (

)]

Equation 4.4

Where, m is mass of the vehicle (kg), v is speed of the vehicle (m/sec), A is frontal area of the
vehicle (2.25m2 and 7.5 m2 for light and heavy duty, respectively), g is acceleration due to
gravity (9.81 m/sec2), CD is aerodynamic drag coefficient (0.79 and 0.3 for heavy duty and light
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duty respectively [68, 69]), μ is tire rolling resistance coefficient (0.008 and 0.00938 for light
and heavy duty vehicle respectively [69, 70]), ρ is air density, and

is the negative road grade to

start using brake system in radian (rad).

Figures (4.8 and 4.9) show the variation of negative road grade relative to vehicle weight and
speed to start using the brake system for heavy and light duty vehicles respectively. It can be
noticed that the sensitivity of heavy duty for negative road grade is significantly more than light
duty vehicles for negative road grade. For example, the light duty driver at weight and speed of
1,000 kg (2,200 lb) and 25 m/sec (56 mph), respectively, will use the brake system when
negative road grade is less than -3.6%. However, for heavy duty truck with 25,000 kg (55,000 lb)
and 25 m/sec (56 mph), a driver will need to use brake system when the negative road grade is
less than -1.9%. Therefore, the heavy duty drivers need to use the brake system more frequently
than light duty drivers to maintain vehicle speed.

Figure 4.8: Negative road grade to start using brake system relative to
vehicle speed and weight for heavy duty vehicle
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Figure 4.9: Negative road grade to start using brake system relative to
vehicle speed and weight for light duty vehicle
4.6.1 Energy expected using the brake system for truck in comparison to light duty
The free energy expected from using the brake system, when descending hills, is proportional
mainly to the vehicle mass and speed as shown in the road load equation. Figures (4.10 and 4.11)
show the negative power that could be available at the wheel to capture for heavy and light duty
vehicles. For the same negative road grade and speed, the power expected using the brake
system for a truck is much more than the power expected from a car. Whereas the typical engine
sizes are about 160 hp and 500 hp for a car and a truck, respectively, the power available from
using the brake system was significantly different. This amount of free energy available at
wheels have several limitations to store it in the ESS, such as electric generator peak and
continuous current limits, the battery charging efficiency, and also the ESS peak and continuous
charging control limits. This free energy to capture using the brake system, when the vehicle was
descending a hill, encourages optimizing the VPC to capture as much free energy as possible.
This optimization includes the looking-ahead control in cooperation with the ITS information.
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Figure 4.10: Power demand at wheels for truck (25,000 kg) at different
negative road grade

Figure 4.11: Power demand at wheels for light duty vehicle (1000 kg) at
different negative road grade
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4.6.2 Impact of aerodynamic and tire improvement on increasing use of the brake
The vehicle manufacturing technologies are improving continuously and the chance to improve
vehicle performance through decreasing power losses are increasing. Decreasing rolling
resistance and air drag coefficients can contribute to decreasing the total power demand to propel
a vehicle according to the road load equation. Moreover, decreasing the coefficients can impact
the sensitivity of vehicles to the negative road grade which makes the driver start using the brake
system to compromise vehicle speed earlier. Therefore, hybrid electric vehicle contribution
comes in capturing that expected increased free energy. Most indicators indicate that the hybrid
electric vehicles are going to contribute significantly in improving fuel economy and decreasing
greenhouse gases emissions. So, any improvement in the hybrid electric vehicles performance
can positively impact the consumers.

Figure (4.12) shows the impact of decreasing rolling resistance coefficient by 25% (0.00938 to
0.007035) on the sensitivity for the negative road grade to make drivers start using the brake
system for trucks. Figure (4.13) shows the impact of decreasing the aerodynamic drag coefficient
by 25% (0.79 to 0.59) on sensitivity for negative road grade to make the driver start using the
brake system. Moreover, Figure (4.14) shows the impact of decreasing both rolling resistance
and aerodynamic dynamic drag coefficients by 25% on the sensitivity for negative road grade
that make drivers start using the brake. The results of calculations revealed that decreasing of
rolling resistance by 25% can increases the chance for drivers to use the brake (negative road
grade change) by about 20% at low speed (25 mph). This percentage decreases as vehicle speed
increasing until about 6%. On the other hand, decreasing of air drag coefficient by 25% can
increase the chance for using the brake (change negative road grade) by about 10% at high speed
(60 mph). This chance decreases as vehicle speed decreases until about 3% at low speed (25
mph). When considering decreasing rolling resistance and air drag coefficients, the chance for
drivers to use the brake system is increased by about 23% at different vehicle speed. In the
Figures, µ1 and Cd1 represent the original values of rolling resistance and air drag coefficients
respectively. The µ2 and Cd2 represent the new values with a 25% decrease.
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Figure 4.12: Negative road grade when driver needs to start depressing
brake with different rolling resistance coefficient values

Figure 4.13: Negative road grade when driver needs to start depressing
brake with different air drag coefficient values
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Figure 4.14: Negative road grade when driver needs to start depressing
brake with different rolling resistance and air drag coefficients values

The advantage of a hybrid electric vehicle is capturing the free energy while using the brake
system. Therefore, when a driver starts depressing the brake earlier descending hills, the free
captured energy could be increased. Figure (4.15) shows the negative road grade change (when a
driver starts using the brake) due to improved rolling resistance or air drag coefficients. Negative
change here has a positive impact on increasing the chance for a driver using the brake earlier
and capturing more energy. For example, if the rolling resistance and air drag coefficients
improved by 25 % for a heavy duty vehicle that is need to use the brake system at road grade
less than -2 %, then the driver will need to use the brake system at road grade below -1.6 %. In
other words, improving load coefficients (i.e. µ and Cd) lead to increase trucks’ sensitivity for
negative road grade.
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Figure 4.15: Negative road grade change due to improved rolling
resistance and air drag coefficients.

As a consequence of improving the trucks’ sensitivity to negative road grade, the expected free
energy to capture using the brake system will increase. Figure (4.16) shows the impact of
improving rolling resistance and air drag coefficients on total power available descending hills.
Negative power demand can increase up to about 35% as shown in Figure (4.17). This potential
increase in power demand obtainable descending hills is promising about hybrid electric vehicle
future. These calculations’ results gave a good reason to do this study and to propose algorithms
to improve ESS management in opportunistic regeneration. This conclusion leads to an
important question: which is worth more, improving truck design, such as decrease frontal area
and improving load loss coefficients, or improving a HEV performance? Any improvement in
vehicle load losses can contribute in boosting HEV benefits in perspective of fuel economy
improvement. If the vehicle load losses decrease, then the vehicle sensitivity for road grade and
deceleration to use the brake system increase. In other words, heavy duty vehicle weight will not
change due to coefficients (i.e. air drag and rolling resistance) improvement, so the force (using
the brake system) needed to compromise the vehicle speed will increase.
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Figure 4.16: Power available to capture descending hill (-3%) for heavy
duty vehicle (25,000 kg)

Figure 4.17: Impact of improving the rolling resistance and the air drag
coefficients on heavy duty vehicle (25,000 kg) descending hills (-3%).
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4.7 Evaluate the results goodness
The main objective of modifying vehicle propulsion for parallel heavy duty hybrid electric
vehicle is to improve fuel economy and enable the powertrain system to maintain vehicle speed
(adequate power) during all activities. In other words, the purpose of this study is to optimize
HEV in perspective of improving fuel economy while maintaining adequate power at the same
time. The criteria to evaluate the goodness of the modified model performance are the square of
correlation (R2) and root mean square error (RMSE) as shown in equation 4.5 and 4.6 [71].
Relative error (RE) is used also to evaluate the goodness of the average simulation speed results
compared to the average target speed. The RE equation is defined in equation 4.7.
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are measured and simulated vehicle speed data respectively, ̅ and ̅̅̅̅ are their
are their chassis deviation respectively, and N is the number of data points.

4.8 Summary
This section provides the methodology to implement the suggested modification on the vehicle
propulsion controller for the direct parallel HEV. This section represents the core of this study.
Simple and sophisticated algorithms have been presented in this section. Different scenarios
were discussed in this study to explore the impact of information details and precision on
modified VPC response. Time for charging or discharging has been estimated based on
equipment sizes and efficiencies. The role that the VPC must consider is to explore when drivers
are going to use the brake system. Road load equation was used to calculate the negative road
grade when drivers start using the brake system. Both ESSs’ and electric motor efficiencies’
impact on HEV performance have been discussed.
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Chapter 5 : Results and discussions
5.1 Model sensitivity for different terrain types
Looking-ahead control strategy for heavy duty parallel HEV can contribute significantly in
preparing the system for forthcoming traffic conditions regarding vehicle speed and road
elevation. The best way to show the impact of looking-ahead strategy on the powertrain system
is by using simple terrains and seeing how the vehicle propulsion controller (VPC) will respond.
The simple terrains suggested here are the up and down hills at constant road grades with
constant vehicle speed.

5.1.1 Simple looking-ahead VPC control strategy
The simple terrain types, which have been chosen, are the uphill, downhill and down-uphill
terrain types. The VPC controlling strategy with simple looking-ahead algorithm works by
opening a time window ahead, for 1 minute period, and detects the traffic conditions regarding
vehicle speed and road elevation ahead. The road load equation is applied to estimate if the
powertrain is going to need hybridization system for assisting or depositing energy.

Figures (5.1-5.2) show the FC, battery SOC, engine energy losses and electric motor energy
losses behavior with and without forthcoming traffic information for descending and ascending
terrains , and this was for a direct parallel HEV model (150 kW and 10kWh for electric motor
and battery sizes respectively) at 50% full load (26,000 kg). When the truck was about to
descend a hill, the looking-ahead VPC managed battery SOC in opportunistic regeneration to
capture free energy as much as possible. For Figure (5.1b), the VPC worked on sustaining the
energy that was captured during descending hills to use later if needed. In other words, the
proposed strategy works by switching sustaining and depleting battery SOC during the different
vehicle activities. Moreover, the response of looking-ahead VPC was obvious when the truck
was ascending a hill or descending it. When the truck was about to go uphill, the looking-ahead
VPC managed battery SOC in opportunistic regeneration as shown in Figure (5.2b). The battery
SOC could be managed incorporates engine charging when no braking opportunity exists. The
VPC stopped looking-ahead about 10 minutes before the trip ended, so the VPC worked on
maintain battery SOC in the middle. The reason to stop looking-ahead before the trip ending is to
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guarantee that the battery SOC will be the same at the end of trip for looking-ahead and without
looking-ahead strategies. These results were for scenario two, which is looking at forthcoming
speed limit (60 mph for these results) and road grade.

There are several other factors that can show the impact of ITS on the HEV. Fuel consumption
change due to modifying the vehicle propulsion controller strategy based on the forthcoming
traffic information is one of the important factors that can give a clear idea about the impact of
looking-ahead strategy. Figures (5.1b and 5.2b) show the impact of ITS on the integrated fuel
consumption for descending and ascending terrains and highway driving cycles. For example,
the cumulative fuel consumption was decreased from 23.159 kg to 22.703 kg, which represents
about -2% changes in the total fuel consumption when descended the hill. This decreasing in the
total fuel consumption came from managing the ESS in opportunistic generation and assures
more capacity to capture more free energy when descended a hill. However, for the parallel HEV
model ascended the hill as shown in Figure (5.2), there was a small penalty due to managing the
ESS and prepare more energy to assist the main power source, which is the engine. The total fuel
consumption was increased by about 0.5 %, and this increasing is due to using the engine to
charge the battery preparing for the forthcoming power demand, which is acceded the engine
peak power. Moreover, these increasing in the fuel consumption can be avoided if we didn’t
prepare the ESS for the forthcoming power demand using the engine. In the real world driving
cycles, these penalty from using engine to charge the battery can be compromised as shown in
the next sections. The main reason for the chance of decreasing using engine to charge the
battery is that the real world terrains are not ascending hills only, but they are ascending and
descending hills. Therefore, in this algorithm, the VPC working on sustain any free energy
captured due to descending hills until there is need for it to ascend next hills.

Figures (5.1c and 5.2c) show the impact of looking-ahead on the energy losses from engine and
the electric motor. The energy losses from the electric motor were worse for the both situations
(the descending and ascending hills). The reason for increasing in the energy losses of the
electric motor was that the more activity for it. However, this increasing in the energy losses
considered small in comparison to the decreasing of the energy losses in the engine. For
example, in figure (5.1c) the energy losses for the electric motor were increased from 5.6 MJ to
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6.4 MJ. On the other hand, the energy losses from the engine decreased from 645.8 MJ to 635.1
MJ. Therefore, the energy losses for the electric motor increased about 1 MJ, but at the same
time the energy losses from the engine decreased about 10 MJ.

Figure 5.1: Impact of the ITS on FC, battery SOC, engine energy losses and electric motor
energy losses for going downhill and highway driving cycle
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Figure 5.2: Impact of the ITS on FC, battery SOC, engine energy losses and electric motor
energy losses for going uphill and highway driving cycle
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Figures (5.3 and 5.4) show the impact of looking-ahead on the ESS management. Different other
factors to analyze the impact of looking-ahead were listed previously. The battery SOC changing
can give an obvious idea about what is going on and how the VPC respond for the forthcoming
power demand. The looking-ahead VPC shows a proper response while the truck was ascending
and descending small hills. For ascending and descending small hills, the looking-ahead VPC
didn’t charge or deplete the battery because there was no need for that (according to road load
equation as explained in the methodology section). For example, in Figure (5.4) the VPC didn’t
charge the ESS to prepare for the -0.5% and -2% road grades. The reason for that is the road
grade until -2% will not make the driver to depress the brake pedal to compromise the vehicle
speed on highway. It has been calculated and proven that there is a certain negative road grade
for every type of activity then the driver needing to depress the brake pedal to compromise the
vehicle speed, please check the section 4.6 of chapter four for more details. Moreover, at the road
grade 0.5% and 2% the VPC didn’t charge the battery because the total forthcoming power
demand didn’t accede the peak engine power. Appendixes C shows the impact of looking-ahead
strategy on the total forward and reverse energy losses, also the total equipment efficiencies have
been shown for the highway and uphill driving cycle.

Figure 5.3: Impact of looking-ahead on the battery SOC for descending
and ascending hills and highway driving cycles
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Figure 5.4: Impact of looking-ahead on the battery SOC for different updownhill grades and highway driving cycles
5.1.2 Sophisticated looking-ahead VPC control strategy
The battery SOC management may represent an important reflection on the proposed lookingahead strategy effectiveness. Figure (5.5) reveals the VPC managing for the energy storage
system with and without looking-ahead strategy (ITS) for a 150kW and 10kWh electric motor
and battery pack energy, respectively. Figure (5.5) presents the looking-ahead VPC management
for the battery SOC in advance to prepare the system for forthcoming power demand. It can be
noticed that at the beginning of the trip the VPC depleted the battery SOC because the electric
mode at low speed is better than conventional mode [35]. The VPC didn’t charge or discharge
the ESS when the vehicle was about to ascending or descending small hills, because there was no
expected energy to capture or additional power demand. However, when the vehicle was
ascending the hill with 3% road grade for relatively short time, the VPC charged the ESS with
same expected additional amount of power demand using the engine. Whereas the VPC without
looking-ahead strategy kept the battery SOC at the default threshold (60%), there was not
enough alternative power during ascending the entire hill. These results are for a direct parallel
HEV model (150 kW and 10kWh for electric motor and battery sizes respectively) with 50% full
load. The VPC with sophisticated algorithm showed as same respond as for simple algorithm
regarding the long ascending and descending hills.
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Figure 5.5: Sophisticated algorithm for different up-downhill grades and
highway driving cycle

Figure (5.6) shows the response of the VPC regarding battery SOC with simple and with
sophisticated algorithm. It is obvious that the sophisticated algorithm can work better especially,
for small ascending or descending hill terrain type. The sophisticated algorithm can save more
fuel by avoiding using engine to charge the battery unless there was a real need for that. Figures
for simple and advance algorithms on uphill, downhill, and down-uphill terrain didn’t show
difference in battery SOC response. The reason for that is due to the long-slope road. For Figure
(5.6) the battery SOC is showing how the model sophistication may impact the energy demanded
from the engine to charge the battery. It is well known that it’s better to avoid charging the
battery using engine and to avoid the energy losses due to electric motor and battery equipment
(see the trip period 2000-3000 seconds for Figure (5.6)). Figure (5.7) shows the cumulative
engine energy losses during the test. The Energy losses change during the test can give a good
understanding for the respond of the VPC regarding the forthcoming power demand.
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Figure 5.6: Battery SOC variation on different road grade degrees with
simple and sophisticated looking-ahead propulsion controller.

Figure 5.7: Engine energy losses with No ITS, simple ITS, and advanced
ITS control strategy for the different road grade degrees with highway
driving cycle
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Figures (5.8 and 5.9) show the impact of the looking-ahead strategy on accumulated fuel
consumption for different up-downhill terrains. Accumulated fuel consumption can reflect the
impact of looking ahead on the engine. Moreover, it can help analyze the looking-ahead control
strategy impact on the main power source, which is the engine, due to ascending and descending
hills. In other words, each trip can be divided to sectors and investigated the impact of lookingahead on each sector. It is obvious that the VPC demands more power from the engine with
looking-ahead (when ascending hills) to prepare energy for upcoming event. So it’s logical to
expect that the FE for the HEV ascending hills only will not improve, but it may be decreased
due to using the engine to charge the ESS. As explained before all charging and discharging
events for the ESS have a penalty which is equipment efficiency losses, as explained in details
before. The accumulate fuel consumption shown in Figure (5.8) were 51.541 kg without lookingahead and 51.784 kg with looking-ahead control strategy, which means the accumulated FC
increased by 0.5% due to looking-ahead strategy. Moreover, the accumulated FC shown in
Figure (5.9) were 36.574 kg without looking-ahead and 36.412 kg with looking-ahead control
strategy, which means the accumulated FC decreased by 0.5% due to the looking-ahead strategy.

Figure 5.8: FC on uphill highway driving cycle for parallel HEV (150
kW_10kWh) at 50 % load
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Figure 5.9: FC rate on down-uphill highway driving cycle for parallel
HEV (150 kW_10kWh) at 50 % load

5.2 The impact of looking-ahead control strategy for parallel HEV on fuel
economy and powertrain management
5.2.1 Ascending and descending hill constant speed driving cycles
Since a hybrid electric vehicle fuel economy improvement depends mainly on capturing free
energy using the brake system, the looking-ahead control strategy may play a role to optimize
fuel economy and total powertrain’s power (i.e. engine and electric motor). The fuel economy
has been calculated for different terrain types. The fuel economy represents one of the most
important factors to evaluate the worth of any powertrain improvement. However, there are
several other factors designers might need to consider. For example, the alternative energy
system effectiveness and maintaining adequate power represent other factors to consider. Figure
(5.10) shows the fuel economy for the truck model with different hybridization equipment sizes
at different up-downhill terrains and 50 % full load (26,000 kg) with no ITS and ITS respectively
in comparison for the conventional truck. In Figure (5.10) the term Conv_uphill stands for
conventional vehicle model with ascending hill, and Uphill-NoITS or Uphill-ITS mean parallel
HEV with and without looking-ahead strategy respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Fuel economy for different up-downhill terrains for
conventional model and parallel HEV with different equipment sizes with
50 % load.

Fuel economy may be increasing due to the modification of vehicle propulsion controller. The
modification on the VPC was to enable looking-ahead and know in advance the forthcoming
traffic conditions. Figures (5.11-5.14) show the percentage change in fuel economy for different
vehicle configurations (i.e. conventional and parallel HEV) at 50% load with NoITS and ITS,
respectively. The equation used to calculate the percentage change is as following:

Equation 5.1
Equation 5.2

Where FEITS is the fuel economy for different vehicle configuration models with looking-ahead
strategy, FENoITS is the fuel economy for different vehicle configuration models without lookingahead strategy, and FEconv is for conventional vehicle configuration.
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One of the most important factors when implementing a comparison between different vehicle
configurations (conventional vehicle, conventional parallel HEV, and looking-ahead parallel
HEV models) is the fuel economy improvement.

Figure (5.11) shows the fuel economy change for a parallel HEV (without looking-ahead) and
conventional vehicle model at 50% full load and different terrain types with constant highway
speed driving cycles. The results revealed that the fuel economy change was positive on
descending hill terrain. However, the fuel economy change for ascending hill was negative,
which could be explained because of the extra power needed from the alternative power system
(battery pack). Moreover, the parallel HEV model was able to maintain adequate power more
than the conventional model while ascending hill.

Figure 5.11: Fuel economy change for a conventional and parallel HEV
with No ITS control strategy model

Figures (5.12 and 5.13) represent the fuel economy change for parallel HEV with looking-ahead
strategy and conventional vehicle model, and parallel HEV with and without looking–ahead
respectively. It can be seen from this Figure (5.14) that there is no change in the trend of
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ascending hill terrain between parallel HEV with and without looking-ahead when comparing
both of them with conventional vehicle model. On the other hand, in the case of parallel with
looking-ahead configuration it has been shown that the alternative energy is doubled, as
mentioned in the explanation of the suggested algorithm (more details will be discussed in next
sections).

Figure 5.12: Fuel economy changing for a conventional and parallel HEV
with ITS control strategy model

Figure 5.13: Fuel economy changing for a conventional and parallel HEV
with ITS once and No ITS second control strategy model
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Figure 5.14: Fuel economy change for a parallel HEV with ITS and No
ITS control strategy model

The looking-ahead control strategy could impact the powertrain such as engine efficiency and
amount of free energy captured. Figures (5.15 and 5.16) show the fuel hot map for the engine on
uphill and constant speed driving cycle. This parallel HEV model was 100kW and 5kWh for
electric motor and battery, respectively at 50 % load. These Figures didn’t show a significant
change in the engine activity. However, with downsized engine power the engine hot map
activity changes were obvious as shown later in this Chapter. Moreover, Figure (5.17) shows the
impact of looking-ahead on energy captured in comparison to without looking-ahead strategy for
different up-downhill terrains. Figure (5.18) shows the regenerative braking recovered at battery
change due to looking-ahead strategy in comparison to without looking-ahead strategy for
different real world driving cycles. Figures (5.19 and 5.20) show the impact of looking-ahead
strategy on the ESS effectiveness for down-uphill constant highway driving cycle. The VPC
without looking-ahead maintained the battery SOC in the middle to give an equal chance for
charging, when the driver hit the brake pedal, and discharging, when the driver demanded power
that surpasses the peak engine power.
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Figure 5.15: Fuel hot map for parallel HEV model (50 % load) with
looking-ahead strategy

Figure 5.16: Fuel hot map for parallel HEV model (50 % load)
without looking-ahead strategy
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Figure 5.17: Regenerative braking recovered at battery for parallel HEV
model (100 kW_5kWh) with 50 % load

Figure 5.18: Regenerative braking recovered at battery change for parallel
HEV model (100 kW_5kWh) with 50 % load
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Figure 5.19: ESS activity for parallel HEV model with looking-ahead
strategy on down-uphill constant speed driving cycle.

Figure 5.20: ESS activity for parallel HEV model without lookingahead strategy on down-uphill constant speed driving cycle.
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5.2.2 Real world cycles
Real world driving cycles have been identified in Chapter 3. These cycles represent the different
terrain types (flat, ascending hills and descending hills). Figure (5.21) shows the fuel economy
for five different cycles with looking-ahead and without looking-ahead strategy. Figures (5.225.26) show the fuel economy change for different real world cycles and with different scenarios.
The suggested scenarios for this study are detailed in Chapter 4. These results were for HEV
model with 50% full load (GVWR =26,000 kg). The results show that the fuel economy for
looking-ahead control strategy can be improved up until 3% in comparison to the same parallel
HEV model without looking-ahead strategy. The looking-ahead control strategy benefits on fuel
economy improvement were limited on flat terrain type (Clmb2Ind). These results, Figures (5.22
and 5.23), showed also that the precisions of forthcoming traffic information can impact lookingahead response positively. In other words, these results revealed that when the forthcoming
traffic information was not precise, then the VPC action regarding the forthcoming power
demand might not be prepared properly. This wrong forthcoming power event estimation could
either lead to using the engine to charge the ESS with no real need for that or do not guarantee
enough capacity in the ESS to capture all free energy. The term Sc stands for scenario, for
example, Sc1 means scenario one and so on.

Figure 5.21: Fuel economy for different real world cycles for parallel HEV
model (GVWR 26,000 kg)
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Figure 5.22: Fuel economy change for different scenarios on BM2Sab
cycle as a result of the looking-ahead strategy

Figure 5.23: Fuel economy change for different scenarios on Sab2BM
cycle as a result of the looking-ahead strategy
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Figure 5.24: Fuel economy change for different scenarios on Clm2Ind
cycle as a result of the looking-ahead strategy

Figure 5.25: Fuel economy change for different scenarios on Las2Hall
cycle as a result of the looking-ahead strategy
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Figure 5.26: Fuel economy change for different scenarios on Hall2Bar
cycle as a result of the looking-ahead strategy

Figures (5.27 and 5.28) show the cumulative FC for Sab2BM and BM2Sab real world driving
cycles, respectively. These driving cycles represent the different terrain types such as ascending,
descending and flat terrains. Moreover, Figures (5.29 and 5.30) show the amount of free energy
captured at the battery and captured energy change for looking-ahead strategy in comparison to
without looking-ahead control strategy. These results are for parallel HEV model with 100kW
and 5kWh electric motor and ESS, respectively, and at 50% full load model (26,000 kg). These
results revealed that the advanced management of the alternative power source can increase the
free energy captured while using the brake system. Moreover, the other important finding of the
looking-ahead control strategy is that the improvement of the alternative power source (the
electric motor) contribution.
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Figure 5.27: Cumulative FC for parallel HEV with and without lookingahead strategy on the real world driving cycle Sab2BM

Figure 5.28: Cumulative FC for parallel HEV with and without lookingahead strategy on the real world driving cycle BM2Sab
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Figure 5.29: The energy recovered at battery using the brake system only
on different real world driving cycles

Figure 5.30: Impact of looking-ahead strategy on the amount of free
energy recovered at battery for different real world driving cycles
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5.2.3 Chassis cycles
The vehicle activities and terrain types may represent the crucial factors affecting improving fuel
economy when using a hybrid vehicle instead of a conventional vehicle. Different routes
(ascending and descending hills) with constant speed highway cycle and real world driving
cycles, including road grade, have been used to investigate the possible benefits of parallel HEV
configuration on improving fuel economy for heavy duty vehicle model. In this section, several
chassis driving cycles are used. Different scenarios are considered for this investigation.
Repeated cruise non-stop driving cycles with different road grades and period of road grade as a
sine wave (to mimic hilly and mountain terrain) are used. Repeated HDUDDS driving cycles
with different road grades are used here also. Acceleration and deceleration are not detected for
these looking-ahead scenarios. Although, for example, in UDDS truck cycle the driver was
accelerating during ascending hills, the total power (the engine and the electric motor) was
sufficient to track the wheel power demand. A combination of city driving cycles and highway
driving cycles (HHDDT65, Transient, UDDS truck, and CSHVR), to mimic the real life truck
activities, are used. Figures (5.31 and 5.32) show the fuel economy and fuel economy change for
repeated cruise driving cycles with different road grades for parallel HEV (100 kW and 5 kWh
for motor and battery) models (GVWR 26,000 kg) with looking-ahead strategy in comparison to
parallel HEV without looking-ahead strategy. Figures (5.33-5.36) show the fuel economy and
fuel economy change for parallel HEV (150 kW and 10 kWh for motor and battery) models on
repeated HDUDDS and combined driving cycles with different road grades and periods of
oscillation. Results for repeated HDUDDS and combined driving cycles were for scenario 5,
which is looking for practical forthcoming traffic conditions, and 50% load (GVWR 26,000 kg)
vehicle model. The results showed that the highest fuel economy improvement was for the
terrain with a maximum road grade of 4%, and the reason for that is because of preparing ESS
capacity to capture more energy while using the brake system. However, there are other benefits
beside the fuel economy improvement, which is maintaining adequate power during different
activities and improve battery pack effectiveness, and these concepts will be discussed later in
this chapter.
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Figure 5.31: Fuel economy for different scenarios on repeated Cruise
driving cycle with different road grade and terrain types

Figure 5.32: Fuel economy change for different scenarios on repeated
Cruise driving cycle with different road grade and terrain types
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Figure 5.33: Fuel economy for repeated HDUDDS cycle for a parallel
HEV (150 kW & 10 kWh) model with looking-ahead strategy and without
it.

Figure 5.34: Fuel economy change for repeated HDUDDS cycle for a
parallel HEV (150 kW & 10 kWh) model with looking-ahead strategy and
without it.
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Figure 5.35: Fuel economy for combined driving cycle for a parallel HEV
(150 kW & 10 kWh) model with looking-ahead strategy and without it.

Figure 5.36: Fuel economy change for combined driving cycle for a
parallel HEV (150 kW & 10 kWh) model with looking-ahead strategy and
without it
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5.3 The contribution of looking-ahead VPC on energy storage system
effectiveness
Looking-ahead VPC strategy can improve the energy storage effectiveness by guaranteeing as
much energy as possible to assist the powertrain system when the vehicle is ascending hills. The
ESS effectiveness means here that the capability of the ESS to assist the main power source (the
engine) when power demand exceeds the engine peak power or in capturing free energy while
using the brake system. On the other hand, looking-ahead VPC strategy can guarantee capacity
to capture as much of the expected energy coming from using the brake system as possible. For
example, the 5 kWh ESS with looking-ahead strategy can work almost the same as 10 kWh ESS
without looking-ahead control strategy as shown in Figure (5.37). For this model with the NiMH
(nickel metal hydride) battery type, the safety limits for SOC are limited by 90% maximum and
30% minimum [72]. Therefore, the actual energy capacity available of the battery is about 60%
of the total battery size. Figure (5.37) shows the capacity available for charging or discharging
with both (with looking-ahead and without looking-ahead) control strategies. For the proposed
strategy, the VPC will discharge the battery, based on the total upcoming free energy, down until
35% if there is expected energy capturing. Moreover, the VPC will charge the battery, based on
the total upcoming extra energy (exceeding engine power) needed, up until 85% if there is
expected extra power demand due to ascending a hill.

Figure 5.37: The battery capacity for charging and discharging with and
without looking-ahead strategy.
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Since the battery system represents the alternative power source for a hybrid electric vehicle, any
increase in effective capacity of it can contribute the HEV effectiveness, except that it can add
mass to the vehicle. For the conventional parallel hybrid electric vehicle the default battery SOC
represents 50% of actual battery capacity. VPC for a HEV is sustaining battery SOC at the
middle. On the other hand, in looking-ahead VPC strategy the battery SOC will be adopted based
on the power demand. The major objectives of this strategy are to guarantee as much as possible
capacity for charging and discharging the battery system and to avoid using the engine to charge
the battery, unless there was a need for that to avoid charging efficiencies losses. To show the
obvious impact of control strategy on the battery effectiveness, the model was tested on long, to
use all the ESS capacity, ascending or descending hills. Figures (5.38-5.40) show the battery
SOC variation for pre transmission parallel HEV with 100 kW and 5 kWh equipment sizes for
the electric motor and the battery respectively at 50% full load and for scenario 5, which is
looking for typical forthcoming traffic conditions, on different terrain types with constant speed
cycle (about 60 mph). In Figure (5.39), at peak battery SOC there was a saw tooth pattern and it
due to VPC response. In other words, the VPC stops charging the battery when battery SOC
reaches the upper safety limit, and then the battery energy depletes due to electric accessories
load (3 kW for this model); so the VPC allows charging it using free energy and so on.

Figure 5.38: Energy storage system effectiveness on ascending hillhighway driving cycle with ITS and No ITS strategy
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Figure 5.39: Energy storage system effectiveness on descending hillhighway driving cycle with ITS and No ITS strategy

Figure 5.40: Energy storage system effectiveness on descending-ascending
hill-highway driving cycle with ITS and No ITS strategy
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5.4 The ability of suggested control strategy to improve maintaining adequate
power during driving
For a conventional powertrain, if the vehicle power demand surpasses the peak engine power, the
VPC will compromise the vehicle speed to make the power demand match the peak engine
power available. However, in the hybrid electric system there is a secondary power source which
is the electric motor, and the electric motor may improve total power sources. The amount of
assistance the hybridization system may be able to offer to the powertrain depends on the
equipment (i.e. electric motor and battery) sizes. Since the default strategy for the VPC is to
maintain the battery SOC at 60%, the chance for the hybridization system to assist the engine
may be (on a long ascending hill) limited. However, the looking-ahead control strategy can
override this problem by preparing the assistance power ahead. The preparing can be by charging
the battery (using the engine) with approximately the same as expected extra energy needed. The
limitation to prepare the system completely for the forthcoming power demand is the upper limit
of battery SOC. Moreover, the other limitations for looking-ahead strategy benefits might be the
unexpected driver behavior (such as driving on different route) or wrong calculation of power
demand based on wrong road grade estimation. This improvement in the vehicle’s total power
will be at the expense of fuel economy and that is due to charging and discharging in
efficiencies. To investigate the impact of this strategy obviously on sustaining power, the
ascending and descending hill-constant speed cycles represents the best example to show.
Figures (5.41-5.44) show the impact of the looking-ahead control strategy for conventional
vehicle in comparison to hybrid electric vehicle with and without looking-ahead control strategy.
These results are for 100% full load model (GVWR=36,000kg) with equipment sizes of 150 kW
and 10kWh for the electric motor-generator and battery pack respectively. The preliminary
results for this strategy revealed that the looking-ahead can improve HEV in comparison to HEV
without looking-ahead strategy. For example, in the Figure (5.42) the engine power demand
show different responses at about 2100 seconds of the trip time because of the looking-ahead
strategy. The parallel HEV model without ITS worked immediately on charging the ESS and
maintained the SOC at the middle, but the parallel HEV with ITS didn’t request immediate
charging because there was no need for the forthcoming events.
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Figure 5.41: Vehicle speed for different models of 100% full load truck on
down-uphill cycle

Figure 5.42: Engine power for the different vehicle models with 100% full
load on down-uphill cycle
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Figure 5.44: Electric motor power for HEV model with and without
looking-ahead strategy with 100% full load on down-uphill cycle

Figure 5.43: Battery SOC for HEV model with and without looking-ahead
strategy with 100% full load on down-uphill cycle
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5.5 Looking-ahead strategy impact on maintaining adequate power for
different real world driving cycles.
Maintaining adequate power can be investigated by comparing the vehicle’s model speed to the
target vehicle speed on different driving cycles. Different real world cycles, including road grade
data, were used in this investigation, and these driving cycles represent ascending hills,
descending hills, and flat terrain highway cycles. For real world driving cycles, will see different
terrain types. For example, hilly terrain and mountain terrain with small (i.e. -2% to +2% for
heavy duty vehicles) and steep (less than -5% or more than 5%) road grade can be noticed in the
different real world cycles.

Figures (5.45-5.49) show the vehicle speed for different real world driving cycles. The vehicle
model is 100% full load (36,000 kg), and the hybridization equipment sizes are 150 kW and 10
kWh for the electric motor-generator and battery respectively. These results show that the
powertrain’s power (engine and hybridization equipment) was sufficient to maintain vehicle
speed even without looking-ahead control strategy. However, it may be noticed that a significant
impact of looking-ahead control strategy is the opportunity to downsize the engine or equipment
sizes (next section). The HEV with both control strategies was able to maintain vehicle speed
(sufficient power). However, the conventional vehicle failed to maintain vehicle speed (sufficient
power) at ascending hills terrain.

Figure 5.45: Impact of looking-ahead control strategy on maintaining
vehicle speed on BM2Sab cycle
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Figure 5.46: Impact of looking-ahead control strategy on maintaining
vehicle speed (GVWR 36,000 kg) on Clm2Ind cycle

Figure 5.47: Impact of looking-ahead control strategy on maintaining
vehicle speed (GVWR 36,000 kg) on Hall2Bar cycle
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Figure 5.48: Impact of looking-ahead control strategy on maintaining
vehicle (GVWR 36,000 kg) speed on Las2Hall cycle

Figure 5.49: Impact of looking-ahead control strategy on maintaining
vehicle (GVWR 36,000 kg) speed on Sab2BM cycle
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5.6 Downsizing engine power opportunity with looking-ahead strategy
Since the alternative power source is established in HEV, there might be a chance to downsize
engine power while maintaining adequate total power for different terrain types. To check the
possibility of downsizing the engine power while maintaining same total powertrain
performance, different real world driving cycles were used at 100% full load vehicle model
(maximum possible load). The engine size for this model became 310 kW instead of the original
one, which was 410 kW. All other equipment sizes didn’t change. The parallel HEV model for
this test was 150 kW and 10 kWh for the electric motor-generator and battery sizes respectively.
The scenario of looking-ahead strategy used was Scenario 5, which is looking for practical
forthcoming vehicle speed and road grade. The conventional and HEV model were for these
results in this section at 100% full load. Figure (5.50) shows the vehicle speed for a conventional
truck model with full size engine compared to the parallel HEV (150 kW and 10 kWh equipment
sizes) with a smaller engine (310 kW) at up-downhill constant speed cycles.

Figures (5.51 and 5.52) show the engine power and electric motor power for the conventional
and HEV (with NoITS and ITS) models, and Figure (5.53) shows the battery SOC for the same
cycle. Results show that the HEV with looking-ahead strategy can improve the ability to
downsize engine power while maintaining adequate total vehicle power for most cycle time with
different road grades. Several real cycles based on the distance travelled investigated to show
that the parallel HEV model with smaller engine and with ITS can finish at the same point at the
same position in comparison to the parallel HEV model with full size engine and without ITS.
Looking-ahead time to start preparing the system for forthcoming traffic conditions needs to be
increased, and that time increases because of limited extra engine power available to charge the
battery preparing to go uphill. For example, the window in the future regarding traffic conditions
was about four minutes (based on equipment sizes, see Chapter 3 for more details) ahead for
150kW and 10kWh (motor and battery) equipment sizes respectively, but with smaller engine
power the time window in the future (for forthcoming traffic conditions) needs to be longer, such
as six minutes. For Figure (5.51), the engine power shows different responses at the last 1000
seconds of the trip, and these differences are due to the VPC strategy with and without lookingahead. The parallel HEV model without looking-ahead strategy depleted the energy stored in the
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ESS and sustained the battery SOC at the middle. However, the parallel HEV model didn’t
deplete the ESS until about to finish the trip. Both strategies ended at the same battery SOC.

Figure 5.50: Vehicle speed for model (GVWR 36,000 kg) with
conventional engine and with smaller engine relative to HEV model with
ITS

Figure 5.51: Engine power for a conventional (smaller engine) and HEV
(GVWR 36000 kg) with ITS and No ITS
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Figure 5.52: Motor power for a conventional (smaller engine) and HEV
(GVWR 36,000 kg) with ITS and No ITS

Figure 5.53: Battery SOC for the HEV (GVWR 36,000 kg) with ITS and
No ITS
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Looking-ahead strategy shows a benefit on maintaining adequate power, even with downsizing
the engine power. Figure (5.54) shows the cumulative fuel consumption verses distance traveled
for Sab2BM real world driving cycle. The conventional vehicle model with smaller engine
revealed less fuel consumption. However, that decrease of fuel consumption was on account of
distance traveled. In other words, the conventional vehicle with smaller engine power didn’t
reach the destination (due to periods of insufficient engine’s power during the trip). That means
the engine power was not sufficient during the entire trip. Therefore, the HEV with smaller
engine and looking-ahead strategy was the optimum between these three vehicles models types
(i.e. conventional with full engine, conventional with smaller engine and HEV with small
engine). This result was for 100% full load model (36,000 kg) with 150 kW and 10 kWh
equipment sizes.

Figure 5.54: Cumulative fuel consumption verses distance traveled for
three vehicles modeled on Sab2BM real world driving cycle
To assess the benefit from downsizing engine power, the new HEV model should finish the same
route finished by the conventional model with full size engine power (410). Figures (5.55 and
5.56) revealed that both the HEV model with the smaller engine (310 kW) and looking-ahead
strategy and the model with the conventional full size engine (410 kW) accomplished almost
same route, about 99% of the route distance. However, the conventional model with smaller
engine (310 kW) didn’t finish the route at the same time, which means that this model can’t be
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compared to the other models in fuel economy perspective (apple to apple point of view). These
results were for constant speed with different road grades and real world driving cycle Sab2BM
respectively. The other important finding from this work is that the HEV model with smaller
engine may become worse on longer ascending hills because batteries get depleted.

Figure 5.55: Distance finished by different models on constant speed with
different road grade route

Figure 5.56: Distance finished by different models on real world driving
cycle Sab2BM route
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Figures (5.57-5.61) show the vehicle speed for a conventional truck model with full size engine
in comparison to parallel HEV (150 kW and 10 kWh equipment sizes with smaller engine (310
kW)) for different real world driving cycles. The vehicle speed for the HEV model with smaller
engine wasn’t able to follow the target speed all time, but it did it most time.

Figure 5.57: Vehicle speed variation due to engine downsize for vehicle
model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) on Sab2BM route

Figure 5.58: Vehicle speed variation due to engine downsize for vehicle
model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) on BM2Sab route
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Figure 5.59: Vehicle speed variation due to engine downsize for vehicle
model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) on Clmb2Ind route

Figure 5.60: Vehicle speed variation due to engine downsize for vehicle
model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) on Las2Hall route
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Figure 5.61: Vehicle speed variation due to engine downsize for vehicle
model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) on Hall2Bar route

Figures (5.62-5.67) show the impact of engine power downsizing on the engine efficiency for
different real world driving cycles. In other words, the engine downsizing can contribute to
improving the engine efficiency by running it at an increased efficiency on the torque-speed
map. In the one case, the average efficiency of the engine over the cycle, found in BM2Sab way,
was 38%, whereas the smaller engine with hybrid operation offered higher efficiency, at 39%.
Moreover, Figures (5.68 and 5.69) show the impact of engine power downsizing on the
alternative power source, the ESS, activity. The ESS activity for smaller engine HEV model was
obviously more in comparison to the ESS activity for the original HEV model; the reason for that
is that the HEV model with smaller engine needed alternative power source to assist the main
power source more frequently. However, using battery more frequently has a penalty due to
charging and discharging efficiencies losses. The major challenge of the engine power
downsizing is the maintaining of adequate power during different vehicle activities. Therefore,
the alternative power source has proven that it is qualified to substitute the power lost due to
engine power downsizing in different vehicle activities such as ascending hills, descending hills
and flat highway terrains with full load test (36,000 kg).
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Figure 5.62: Engine hot efficiency map for parallel HEV model with
full size engine (410 kW) at Las2Hall driving cycle

Figure 5.63: Engine hot efficiency map for parallel HEV model with
smaller engine size (310 kW) at Las2Hall driving cycle
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Figure 5.64: Engine hot efficiency map for parallel HEV model with
full engine size (410 kW) at Sab2BM driving cycle

Figure 5.65: Engine hot efficiency map for parallel HEV model with
smaller engine size (310 kW) at Sab2BM driving cycle
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Figure 5.66: Engine hot efficiency map for parallel HEV model with
full size engine (410 kW) at BM2Sab driving cycle

Figure 5.67: Engine hot efficiency map for parallel HEV model with
smaller size engine (310 kW) at BM2Sab driving cycle
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Figure 5.68: ESS activity on Sab2BM driving cycle with full engine
size (410 kW)

Figure 5.69: ESS activity on Sab2BM driving cycle with smaller
engine size (310 kW)
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Figures (5.70 and 5.71) show the fuel economy and fuel economy change due to downsizing the
engine power for a HEV with looking-ahead control strategy for full size engine and smaller
engine models. These results show that the downsizing the engine with looking-ahead control
strategy is possible and it also can maintain almost the same powertrain performance. Engine
efficiency can improve due to downsizing engine power.

Figures (5.72 and 5.73) show the impact of downsizing engine power on engine efficiency for
real world driving cycles. The results show that the fuel economy could be improved by as much
as 13% with downsizing engine power by 100kW, and these results are for parallel HEV model
with looking-ahead strategy.

Figure 5.70: Fuel economy for parallel HEV_150kW_10kWh_ITS
model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) with full size engine and smaller engine
with looking-ahead control strategy
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Figure 5.71: FE change for parallel HEV_150kW_10kWh_ITS model
(GVWR = 36,000 kg) with full size engine and smaller engine with
looking-ahead control strategy

Figure 5.72: Engine efficiency for parallel HEV_150kW_10kWh_ITS
model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) with full size engine and smaller engine with
looking-ahead control strategy
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Figure 5.73: Engine efficiency change for parallel
HEV_150kW_10kWh_ITS model (GVWR = 36,000 kg) with full size
engine and smaller engine with looking-ahead control strategy

5.7 Simulation results goodness for different driving cycles
The main purposes of any improvement on vehicle powertrain system are to improve fuel
economy and to maintain adequate power (target vehicle speed) during different vehicle
activities and on different terrain types. The square of correlation coefficients (R2), the root mean
square error (RMSE), and relative error have been used to evaluate the results.

Figures (5.74-5.77) show a sample of linear regression, and there are more figures in the
appendix A for more details. The main source for mismatch between the simulated and target
vehicle speed is due to insufficient power. Where the plots show operating points below the
parity line, the truck with the smaller engine was unable to deliver sufficient power to overcome
the road load demands at the target speed. However, this mismatch did not impact the overall
HEV model evaluation. Moreover, the HEV models with smaller engine was not able to follow
all target speeds during the trip, but the HEV was still able to finish the trip almost at same time
(99% of the route finished) in comparison to HEV model with full size engine. Table (5.1) lists
the evaluations of different real world cycles’ goodness.
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Figure 5.74: Linear regression between simulated HEV with lookingahead and target vehicle speed for BM2Sab driving cycle

Figure 5.75: Linear regression between simulated HEV with lookingahead and target vehicle speed for Sab2BM driving cycle
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Figure 5.76: Linear regression between simulated HEV with lookingahead and target vehicle speed for CLMB2IND driving cycle

Figure 5.77: Linear regression between simulated HEV with lookingahead and target vehicle speed for Hall2Bar driving cycle
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Table (5.1) shows the accuracy of simulated vehicle speed in comparison with vehicle target
speed. Goodness of results are meaning that the matching between simulated and target results, if
these results valuable and if they can be considered to do an assessment for the methodology of
looking-ahead strategy or not.

Table 5.1: Evaluation of the simulation results goodness
Driving cycles
Clmbs2Ind
Las2Hall
Hall2Bar
BM2Sab
Sab2BM

R2
0.786
0.767
0.910
0.993
0.956

RMSE
1.508
3.55
1.552
1.189
2.415

Relative error (%)
-1.270
-4.177
-1.61
-2.444
-6.738

5.8 Downsizing ESS energy opportunity with looking-ahead strategy
Parallel hybrid electric vehicles use energy storage system as a secondary power source for the
vehicle powertrain. The ESS size can impact significantly HEV effectiveness. For a conventional
parallel HEV, the battery state of charge is sustained at the middle of active ESS capability. The
reason for that is to give an equal chance for hybridization system to assist the vehicle powertrain
whenever it is needed or to capture energy while using the brake system. However, with lookingahead strategy the vehicle propulsion controller can prepare the system in advance for
forthcoming power demand if there was extra power in the engine to use. If the extra power that
is needed for forthcoming traffic condition surpasses engine capability, then the VPC will charge
the ESS as much as needed. Moreover, if the forthcoming traffic condition is a descending hill,
then the VPC will guarantee that there is enough capacity in the ESS to capture that forthcoming
free energy. In this section of the study, it was investigated the chance of downsizing ESS
capacity (with looking-ahead strategy) while maintaining the same benefits in comparison to the
original ESS capacity without looking-ahead control strategy. The first parallel HEV full load
(GVWR = 36,000) model has equipment sizes of 150kW and 10 kWh for the electric motor and
ESS respectively, and it is without the looking-ahead strategy. The second model is the same as
the first model except the ESS is 5kWh, and it’s with looking-ahead strategy. This proposed ESS
downsizing is assuming that the engine power is still full size (410 kW).
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Figure (5.78) shows the impact of ESS energy downsizing on the activity of charging and
discharging. Higher maximum and minimum for the state of charge are evident with the smaller
ESS system. In other words, Downsizing the ESS energy results in increasing charging and
discharging more frequently to meet the forthcoming power events. Charging and discharging
the ESS more frequently was worse regarding efficiencies losses, as impacted fuel economy
slightly. Although the parallel HEV with 10 kWh battery size and without looking-ahead strategy
was sufficient in assisting the engine and enough to capture free energy from using the brake
pedal, but the smaller battery size (5 kWh) was needed for looking-ahead strategy to manage the
ESS in opportunistic regeneration as shown in Figure (5.78 b) . Moreover, the total energy out
from the ESS, with 10 kWh and no ITS and with 5 kWh and ITS, was different during the trip
activities, but at the end of the trip the total energy out was close for both battery sizes as shown
in Figure (5.78 c). Figure (5.79) shows the fuel economy for the two models on real world
driving cycles. Fuel economy for the second model (with smaller ESS) was slightly different
than the first model with 10 kWh battery energy size as shown in Figure (5.80).

Figures (5.81and 5.82) show the amount of energy captured for the two models at different real
world cycles and percentages of regenerative braking. These results show that there is a chance
of downsizing ESS capacity (with looking-ahead strategy) with maintaining almost the same
benefits.
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Figure 5.78: Battery SOC and total energy for parallel HEV model with full size battery and
no ITS in comparison to parallel HEV model with smaller battery size and ITS at Las2Hall
driving cycle
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Figure 5.79: Fuel economy for parallel HEV model (GVWR = 36,000 kg)
with 10 kWh battery energy size (without looking-ahead strategy) and 5
kWh battery energy size (with looking-ahead strategy)

Figure 5.80: Fuel economy change for parallel HEV model (GVWR =
36,000 kg) with 10 kWh battery energy size (without looking-ahead
strategy) and 5 kWh battery energy size (with looking-ahead strategy)
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Figure 5.81: Braking energy recovered at battery for parallel HEV model
(GVWR = 36,000 kg) with 10 kWh battery energy size (without lookingahead strategy) and 5 kWh battery energy size (with looking-ahead
strategy)

Figure 5.82: Percent regenerative braking battery for parallel HEV model
(GVWR = 36,000 kg) with 10 kWh battery energy size (without lookingahead strategy) and 5 kWh battery energy size (with looking-ahead
strategy)
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5.9 Summary
This section provides the results for expected outcomes from this study. The results show that
there are different impacts of intelligent transportation systems information on parallel hybrid
electric heavy duty vehicles. The impact of looking-ahead control strategy was noticeable on
improving fuel economy, as much as 3%, for specific terrain types. The impact of looking-ahead
control strategy on improving fuel economy was a reverse proportional to the hybridization
equipment sizes. Looking-ahead control strategy improves the chance to downsize engine power
while maintaining almost the same total powertrain’s power during different real world and
chassis cycles. There was a limited vehicle speed compromised due to downsizing engine power,
but the fuel economy improvement was about 4% (on real world flat terrain highway driving
cycle) and up to 13% (on real world mountain terrain highway driving cycles). Looking-ahead
strategy improved the chance to downsize battery energy to half with maintaining almost the
same benefits (i.e. fuel economy and maintaining adequate power). Downsizing battery energy
could decrease hybridization equipment costs.
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Chapter 6 : Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
In this work, a parallel direct pre-transmission hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle configuration
with and without looking-ahead control strategy was investigated for a range of vehicle masses,
battery sizes and motor/generator sizes. The results revealed that looking-ahead control strategy
for heavy duty parallel HEV can contribute preparing the alternative power source in advance.
The other specific findings of the study can be summarized as follows:
 The results of running the models on constant speed highway driving cycles with different
road grades have revealed the impact of the proposed algorithm on ESS management in
opportunistic regeneration based on the forthcoming total power demand estimation (negative
or positive).
 The looking-ahead strategy has shown an impact on managing the alternative power source
for the HEV. In other words, the looking-ahead VPC switches between sustaining and
depleting battery SOC strategies based on the forthcoming traffic conditions.
 For the parallel hybrid electric heavy duty vehicle with 50% load, the fuel economy change
with looking-ahead control strategy has been improved from 0.5% on flat terrain up until 3%
for descending hills terrain in comparison to the same parallel HEV model without lookingahead strategy.
 Looking-ahead strategy can give a chance reducing the hybridization equipment sizes with
improving fuel economy and maintain same benefits in comparison to the original equipment
sizes without looking-ahead.
 Looking-ahead strategy has shown potential for downsizing engine power (410 to 310 kW)
while maintaining almost the same adequate power (finished the same route at the same time).
Fuel economy is improved up to 13% on mountain terrain in comparison to the same parallel
HEV model with full size engine power (410 kW).
 Intelligent transportation systems information could give a chance to decrease parallel HEV
cost by downsizing battery energy to half, with keeping all other equipment sizes relative to
parallel HEV without ITS, while maintaining almost the same benefits (i.e. fuel economy and
maintaining adequate power).
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6.2 Recommendations
Very likely the results for this study seem promising and show that the benefits from lookingahead strategy are expected. All these evaluations are based on simulation of parallel HEV
model (Autonomie software) with different

equipment sizes. The most important

recommendation is to test a parallel hybrid electric vehicle with looking-ahead control strategy
on chassis dynamometer or real world terrains. On the other hand, to get these real world
conditions tests done, the real time communication from infrastructure to vehicle-on road (I2V)
should be available, which it is not available now (2013). This forthcoming traffic information
could simply be programmed into the dynamometer instructions as input to resemble the signal
information from a real I2V system. Moreover, this research shows that there is possibility of
more improvement of the VPC strategy to enable it dealing with more traffic information details
in comparison to currently information available, which suggested and used in this study. There
are chances to improve looking-ahead control strategy for hybrid electric truck by manipulating
the method of VPC of managing the alternative power source. For example, the new models of
sport utility light duty vehicle (SUV) have a button to switch between sport and economic
driving modes. In other words, truck drivers might be able to decide if they need to increase fuel
economy on account of maintaining adequate total power during all activities.
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Appendix A: Simulation results goodness
A.1: Conventional vehicle at full load

Figure A.1: Speed simulation results goodness for a conventional model at
Clmb2Ind real world driving cycle

Figure A.2: Speed simulation results goodness for a conventional model at
Hall2Bar real world driving cycle
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A.2: HEV_150_10_with NoITS at full load

Figure A.3: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with NoITS
model at BM2Sab real world driving cycle

Figure A.4: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with NoITS
model at Clmb2IND real world driving cycle
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Figure A.5: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with NoITS
model at Hall2Bar real world driving cycle

Figure A.6: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with NoITS
model at Las2Hall real world driving cycle
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Figure A.7: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with NoITS
model at Sab2BM real world driving cycle

A.3: HEV_150_10_with ITS at full load

Figure A.8: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with ITS model
at BM2Sab real world driving cycle
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Figure A.9: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with ITS model
at Clmb2Ind real world driving cycle

Figure A.10: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with ITS
model at Hall2Bar real world driving cycle
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Figure A.11: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with ITS
model at Las2Bar real world driving cycle

Figure A.12: Speed simulation results goodness for a HEV with ITS
model at Sab2BM real world driving cycle
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Appendix B: Evaluate the worth of parallel heavy duty HEV
relative to conventional heavy duty vehicles
Since the hybrid electric vehicle consider the captured energy as important alternative energy
source, the terrain types and vehicle activity represent the most important factor to consider.
Figures (B.1-B.5) show the fuel economy

, fuel economy saving, engine efficiency, and

regenerative braking energy for parallel HEV ( 150 kW electric motor, 10 kWh battery energy,
and 50%load) comparing to conventional vehicle over different real world and chassis driving
cycles.

Figure B.1: Fuel economy for parallel HEV relative to conventional
vehicle over different terrain types
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Figure B.2: Fuel economy saving for parallel HEV relative to
conventional vehicle over different terrain types

Figure B.3: Engine efficiency change for parallel HEV relative to
conventional vehicle over different terrain types
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Figure B.4: Regenerative braking energy (%) for parallel HEV relative to
conventional vehicle over different terrain types

Figure B.5: Regenerative braking energy (Wh /mile) for parallel HEV
relative to conventional vehicle over different terrain types
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Appendix C: Energy losses and equipment efficiencies
Figures (C.1 and C.2) show the impact of looking-ahead strategy on the forward and reverse
energy losses. The most energy losses in the forward were from the engine, but the most energy
losses in the reverse were from the electric generator. Figures (C.3 and C.4) show the forward
and reverse total efficiencies and energy balance for all equipment in the parallel HEV model.
These results were for parallel HEV with 150kW_20kWh equipment sizes and full load (36,000
kg) at highway and long ascending hill (3%) driving cycle. Total forward energy losses
decreased due to looking-ahead strategy, in contrast the total reverse energy losses increased.
However, the net change of energy losses was impacted positively. This run was for highway
and uphill driving cycles. These figures collected from Autonomie simulation software which is
using data for the ESS provided by “A.Burke (UC Davis)”

Figure C.1: Forward and reverse energy losses from the parallel HEV model equipment without
looking-ahead strategy.

Figure C.2: Forward and reverse energy losses from the parallel HEV model equipment without
looking-ahead strategy.
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Figure C.3: Equipment efficiencies and energy balance for parallel HEV model without looking-ahead
strategy

Figure C.4: Equipment efficiencies and energy balance for parallel HEV model with looking-ahead
strategy
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Following is the initial file for battery NiMH
%% File description
% Name : ess_nimh_93_275
% Author : A.Rousseau - ANL - 04/03
% Description : Initialize the parameters used in the NiMH
% Capacity = 93Ah, Cell number = 275
% C/3-rate capacity listed as 88 Ah; filename and max Ah capacity
% taken from C/5-rate capacity as calculated from Peukert data
% Data provided by : A.Burke (UC Davis)
%Proprietary : Public
%Protected: false

% Model : ess_plant_generic_map
% Technology : nimh
% Vehicle Type : Light, Heavy
%% File content
ess.plant.init.design_num_module_parallel = 1;
ess.plant.init.soc_init
= 0.7;
ess.plant.init.element_per_module
= 11;
ess.plant.init.num_module
= 25;
% value for number of modules
ess.plant.init.design_num_cell_series
=
ess.plant.init.num_module * ess.plant.init.element_per_module;
ess.plant.init.volt_nom
= 1.2;
ess.plant.init.volt_min
= 1 ;
% 1 volt time the number of
cells
ess.plant.init.volt_max
= 1.5; %1.5 volt times the number of
cells
ess.plant.init.mass_module
= 17.9;
%
(kg), mass of a single ~12 V module
ess.plant.init.mass_cell
=
ess.plant.init.mass_module/ess.plant.init.element_per_module;
ess.plant.init.soc_min
= 0.4;
ess.plant.init.soc_max
= 1.0;
ess.plant.init.packaging_factor
= 1.25;
% LOSS AND EFFICIENCY parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ess.plant.init.soc_index
data is defined
ess.plant.init.temp_index
which data is defined (C)

= [0:.1:1];
= [0 22 40];

% SOC RANGE over which
% Temperature range over

ess.plant.init.cap_max.idx1_temp = ess.plant.init.temp_index;
ess.plant.init.cap_max.map
= [ 93 93 93];
% (A*h), max.
capacity at C/5 rate, indexed by ess.plant.init.temp_index
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ess.plant.init.eff_coulomb.idx1_temp = ess.plant.init.temp_index;
ess.plant.init.eff_coulomb.map
= [ 1 1 1]; % average coulombic
(a.k.a. amp-hour) efficiency below, indexed by ess.plant.init.temp_index
% cell's resistance to being discharged, indexed by ess.plant.init.soc_index
and ess.plant.init.temp_index
ess.plant.init.rint_dis.idx1_temp = ess.plant.init.temp_index;
ess.plant.init.rint_dis.idx2_soc = ess.plant.init.soc_index;
ess.plant.init.rint_dis.map=[
1.60 1.22 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04
1.60 1.22 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04
1.60 1.22 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04
]/1000; % (ohm)
% cell's resistance to being charged, indexed by ess.plant.init.soc_index and
ess.plant.init.temp_index
ess.plant.init.rint_chg.idx1_temp = ess.plant.init.temp_index;
ess.plant.init.rint_chg.idx2_soc = ess.plant.init.soc_index;
ess.plant.init.rint_chg.map=fliplr(ess.plant.init.rint_dis.map);% (ohm), no
other data available
% cell's open-circuit (a.k.a. no-load) voltage, indexed by
ess.plant.init.soc_index and ess.plant.init.temp_index
ess.plant.init.voc.idx1_temp = ess.plant.init.temp_index;
ess.plant.init.voc.idx2_soc = ess.plant.init.soc_index;
ess.plant.init.voc.map=[
1.12 1.222 1.241 1.265 1.285 1.296 1.317 1.338 1.358 1.379 1.4
1.12 1.222 1.241 1.265 1.285 1.296 1.317 1.338 1.358 1.379 1.4
1.12 1.222 1.241 1.265 1.285 1.296 1.317 1.338 1.358 1.379 1.4

]; % (V)

% Max current and power when charging/discharging
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ess.plant.init.curr_chg_max
= -max(max((ess.plant.init.volt_maxess.plant.init.voc.map)./ess.plant.init.rint_chg.map));
ess.plant.init.curr_dis_max
= max(max((ess.plant.init.voc.mapess.plant.init.volt_min)./ess.plant.init.rint_dis.map));
%check the ess.plant.init.pwr_chg & ess.plant.init.pwr_dis because they're a
vector and in the database for the plot we
%need maps
ess.plant.init.pwr_chg.idx1_soc
= ess.plant.init.soc_index;
ess.plant.init.pwr_dis.idx1_soc
= ess.plant.init.soc_index;
ess.plant.init.pwr_chg.map
= -max((ess.plant.init.volt_maxess.plant.init.voc.map).*ess.plant.init.volt_max./ess.plant.init.rint_chg.map
);%per cell
ess.plant.init.pwr_dis.map
= max((ess.plant.init.voc.mapess.plant.init.volt_min).*ess.plant.init.volt_min./ess.plant.init.rint_dis.ma
p);%per cell
% gain factor to modify ess.plant.init.pwr_chg and ess.plant.init.pwr_dis
discharge is brought to 0 at low SOC and charge is brought to 0 at high SOC
ess.plant.init.pwr_chg.map
=
ess.plant.init.pwr_chg.map.*double(ess.plant.init.soc_index <=
ess.plant.init.soc_max);
ess.plant.init.pwr_dis.map
= ess.plant.init.pwr_dis.map.*
double(ess.plant.init.soc_index >= ess.plant.init.soc_min);
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ess.plant.init.pwr_chg_at_min_soc
=
interp1(ess.plant.init.soc_index,ess.plant.init.pwr_chg.map,ess.plant.init.so
c_min); % (0->1) Power at which battery is charged when SOC is at its minimum
ess.plant.init.pwr_dis_at_max_soc
=
interp1(ess.plant.init.soc_index,ess.plant.init.pwr_dis.map,ess.plant.init.so
c_max); % (0->1) Power at which battery is discharged when SOC is at its
maximum
ess.plant.init.pwr_chg_max
= max(max((ess.plant.init.volt_maxess.plant.init.voc.map).*ess.plant.init.volt_max./ess.plant.init.rint_chg.map
));%per cell
ess.plant.init.pwr_dis_max
= max(max((ess.plant.init.voc.mapess.plant.init.volt_min).*ess.plant.init.volt_min./ess.plant.init.rint_dis.ma
p));%per cell
% battery thermal model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ess.plant.init.therm_on
= 1;
% -0=no ess thermal calculations, 1=do calc's
ess.plant.init.therm_cp_module = 830;
% J/kgK ave heat capacity of module (estimated for NiMH)
ess.plant.init.temp_reg
= 35;
% C
thermostat temp of module when cooling fan comes on
ess.tmp.area_mod
= 1.6*(ess.plant.init.mass_module/11)^0.7;
% -if module dimensions are unknown, assume rectang shape and scale vs
PB25
ess.tmp.area_module
= 0.2*ess.tmp.area_mod;
% m^2
total module surface area exposed to cooling air (typ rectang
module)
ess.plant.init.flow_air_mod
= 0.01;
% kg/s
cooling air mass flow rate across module (20 cfm=0.01 kg/s at 20 C)
ess.tmp.mod_flow_area
= 0.005*ess.tmp.area_mod;
% m^2
cross-sec flow area for cooling air per module (assumes 10-mm gap
btwn mods)
ess.tmp.case_thk
= 2/1000;
% m
thickness of module case (typ from Optima)
ess.tmp.therm_case_cond
= 0.20;
% W/mK
thermal conductivity of module case material (typ polyprop plastic Optima)
ess.tmp.speed_air
=
ess.plant.init.flow_air_mod/(1.16*ess.tmp.mod_flow_area); % m/s ave velocity
of cooling air
ess.tmp.therm_air_htcoef
= 30*(ess.tmp.speed_air/5)^0.8;
% W/m^2K cooling air heat transfer coef.
ess.plant.init.therm_res_on
=
((1/ess.tmp.therm_air_htcoef)+(ess.tmp.case_thk/ess.tmp.therm_case_cond))/ess
.tmp.area_module; % K/W tot thermal res key on
ess.plant.init.therm_res_off
=
((1/4)+(ess.tmp.case_thk/ess.tmp.therm_case_cond))/ess.tmp.area_module; % K/W
tot thermal res key off (cold soak)
ess.plant.init.flow_air_mod
= max(ess.plant.init.flow_air_mod,0.001);
ess.plant.init.therm_res_on
=
min(ess.plant.init.therm_res_on,ess.plant.init.therm_res_off);
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if isfield(ess,'tmp')
ess = rmfield(ess,'tmp');
end
% Battery density
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
ess.plant.init.pwr_dis_nom
= max(max((ess.plant.init.volt_nomess.plant.init.volt_min).*ess.plant.init.volt_min./ess.plant.init.rint_dis.ma
p));%per cell
ess.plant.init.pwr_density
=
ess.plant.init.pwr_dis_nom/ess.plant.init.mass_cell;
ess.plant.init.energy_density
=
mean((ess.plant.init.volt_nom*ess.plant.init.cap_max.map))/ess.plant.init.mas
s_cell;
%Values should only be used to calculate the number of cells
ess.plant.init.num_cell_series = ess.plant.init.design_num_cell_series;% need
to update to make sure we have 0 power at SOC_min
ess.plant.init.num_module_parallel=ess.plant.init.design_num_module_parallel;
% need to update to make sure we have 0 power at SOC_min

ess.plant.init.num_cell =
ess.plant.init.num_module_parallel.*ess.plant.init.num_cell_series;
ess.plant.init.energy =
max(ess.plant.init.cap_max.map).*ess.plant.init.volt_nom;
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Following is the initial file for the electric motor/generator plant
%% File description
% Name : mot_plant_pm_100_150_UQM_PowerPhase150
% Author : A.Rousseau - ANL
% Description : Initialize 150kW Peak UQM PowerPhase PM motor
% Continuous Power = 100kW, Peak Power = 150kW
% Data from PowerPhase 150 Data sheet. Unique Mobility website: www.uqm.com
%Proprietary : Public
%Protected: false

% Model : mot_plant_map_Pelec_funTW_volt_in,mot_plant_map_Pelec_funTW_pwr_in
% Technology : pm
% Vehicle Type : Light, Heavy
%% File content

mot.plant.init.inertia
mot.plant.init.coeff_regen
mot.plant.init.volt_min
controller and motor
mot.plant.init.time_response
mot.plant.init.t_max_trq
torque
mot.plant.init.motor_mass
mot.plant.init.controller_mass

= 0.02;
= 1;
= 240; % (V), minimum voltage allowed by the
= 0.05;
= 250; % Time the motor can remain at max
= 91;
= 15.9;

mot.plant.init.curr_max
= 500; % (A), maximum current allowed by the
controller and motor
mot.plant.init.spd_base
=
conversion_calc('rotational_speed','rpm','rad/s',1000);% rad/s
mot.plant.init.trq_cont.idx1_spd
=
conversion_calc('rotational_speed','rpm','rad/s',[0:100:5000 5050 5100
5150]);
mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map
= [400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
400 400 396 392 388 384 380 376 372 368 364 360 ...
356.5 353 349.5 346 342.5 339 335.5 332 328.5 325 318.5 312 305.5 299
292.5 286 279.5 273 266.5 260 ...
251.5 243 234.5 226 217.5 209 200.5 192 183.5 175 0 0 0]; % (N*m)
mot.plant.init.trq_max.idx1_spd
=
conversion_calc('rotational_speed','rpm','rad/s',[0:100:5000 5050 5100
5150]);
mot.plant.init.trq_max.map
= [650 650 650 650 650 650 650 650 650
650 650 640 630 619 608 597 ...
587 577 567 557 546 535 524 513 502 490 482 474 466 458 450 441 432 423
414 405 396 387 378 369 360 ...
352 344 336 328 320 313 306 299 292 285 0 0 0];
mot.plant.init.trq_max.points.trq = max(mot.plant.init.trq_max.map);
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mot.plant.init.trq_min.idx1_spd
rad/s
mot.plant.init.trq_min.map

= mot.plant.init.trq_max.idx1_spd; %
= -mot.plant.init.trq_max.map;

mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx1_spd
=
conversion_calc('rotational_speed','rpm','rad/s',[0:250:4500]);
mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx2_trq
= [0:25:650];
mot.plant.init.eff_trq.map
= 0.01*[
64.6000 64.6000 74.1000
76.4000
75.8000
76.5000
75.9000
74.4000
73.5000
72.7000
72.6000
71.7000
70.4000
69.8000
67.6000
66.8000
65.6000
65.1000
64.1000 63.6000
62.1000
60.6000
62.0000
60.7000
64.6000 64.6000 74.1000
76.4000
75.8000
76.5000
75.9000
74.4000
73.5000
72.7000
72.6000
71.7000
70.4000
69.8000
67.6000
66.8000
65.6000
65.1000
64.1000 63.6000
62.1000
60.6000
62.0000
60.7000
63.6000 63.6000 77.2000
80.1000
81.7000
82.8000
83.1000
82.8000
82.3000
82.1000
82.2000
81.6000
80.8000
80.5000
79.1000
78.6000
77.7000
77.5000
76.8000 76.0000
74.5000
74.2000
75.0000
74.1000
62.3000 62.3000 78.0000
82.1000
83.6000
85.2000
85.8000
85.9000
86.1000
85.2000
85.9000
85.7000
84.9000
84.7000
83.9000
83.6000
83.1000
82.4000
82.2000 81.7000
81.0000
80.6000
81.0000
80.2000
63.8000 63.8000 78.2000
82.7000
85.2000
86.2000
87.1000
87.7000
87.9000
87.8000
87.9000
86.2000
87.3000
87.3000
86.8000
86.4000
86.3000
85.8000
85.5000 85.2000
84.8000
84.1000
84.6000
83.9000
65.1000 65.1000 79.0000
83.6000
86.2000
87.3000
88.1000
88.4000
89.3000
88.4000
89.2000
89.3000
89.4000
89.4000
88.9000
88.3000
88.3000
87.8000
87.9000 87.4000
87.2000
87.0000
87.1000
88.0000
65.9000 65.9000 80.1000
84.1000
85.7000
88.3000
88.8000
90.2000
90.3000
90.6000
89.9000
90.9000
90.5000
90.3000
90.1000
89.9000
89.2000
89.8000
89.9000 89.4000
89.4000
89.0000
89.1000
89.2000
66.0000 66.0000 80.6000
85.3000
85.9000
88.2000
89.9000
91.1000
91.5000
91.1000
91.4000
91.4000
91.2000
91.2000
91.1000
91.1000
91.4000
91.3000
91.0000 91.6000
91.4000
90.1000
91.2000
91.4000
66.3000 66.3000 80.3000
85.8000
87.6000
89.2000
90.4000
91.6000
92.2000
92.1000
92.2000
92.2000
92.4000
92.4000
92.7000
92.8000
92.9000
92.9000
92.8000 92.9000
92.5000
92.2000
92.1000
91.6000
64.4000 64.4000 80.6000
85.4000
87.4000
89.4000
90.9000
91.7000
91.8000
92.1000
92.4000
92.9000
93.0000
93.0000
93.1000
93.1000
93.2000
93.0000
93.1000 93.0000
92.2000
92.1000
91.8000
91.8000
64.6000 64.6000 77.4000
84.7000
86.3000
89.7000
90.8000
92.2000
92.8000
93.4000
93.9000
93.5000
94.3000
93.1000
95.3000
95.2000
95.2000
95.0000
95.2000 95.1000
94.6000
94.9000
94.9000
94.9000
64.5000 64.5000 79.2000
85.3000
86.7000
89.3000
90.9000
93.0000
94.0000
94.6000
94.5000
94.7000
95.0000
95.1000
95.4000
95.5000
95.4000
95.0000
95.2000 95.2000
95.2000
95.2000
95.2000
95.2000
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74.9000
68.4000
61.5000
74.9000
68.4000
61.5000
82.9000
79.6000
74.6000
86.0000
84.2000
80.5000
87.7000
87.2000
84.6000
88.6000
88.9000
87.9000
89.6000
90.2000
89.1000
89.2000
91.3000
90.3000
91.4000
92.4000
92.3000
91.2000
93.1000
92.1000
91.8000
93.2000
94.9000
91.8000
95.4000
95.2000

63.4000 63.4000
92.9000
94.4000
95.5000
95.5000
95.0000
95.0000
63.9000 63.9000
93.4000
94.5000
95.3000
95.1000
94.9000
94.9000
63.5000 63.5000
93.4000
93.4000
95.1000
95.0000
95.0000
95.0000
61.4000 61.4000
93.5000
94.3000
94.2000
94.2000
94.2000
94.2000
61.0000 61.0000
93.1000
93.2000
93.8000
93.8000
93.8000
93.8000
60.7000 60.7000
92.6000
92.9000
93.8000
93.8000
93.8000
93.8000
58.9000 58.9000
92.2000
92.8000
93.6000
93.6000
93.6000
93.6000

78.7000
94.9000
95.0000
95.0000
78.7000
94.8000
94.9000
94.9000
78.1000
94.6000
95.0000
95.0000
77.3000
94.1000
94.2000
94.2000
77.0000
93.9000
93.8000
93.8000
76.0000
93.4000
93.8000
93.8000
75.6000
92.7000
93.6000
93.6000];

84.8000
94.2000
95.0000

87.5000
90.0000
91.4000
92.3000
95.2000
95.0000
95.4000
95.3000
95.0000 95.0000
95.0000
95.0000

84.6000
94.9000
94.9000

88.0000
89.9000
91.4000
91.9000
94.8000
95.3000
95.0000
95.5000
94.9000 94.9000
94.9000
94.9000

84.2000
94.4000
95.0000

87.7000
89.9000
91.5000
92.8000
94.7000
93.9000
94.8000
95.0000
95.0000 95.0000
95.0000
95.0000

84.3000
93.8000
94.2000

87.8000
89.8000
91.3000
92.2000
94.6000
95.0000
94.4000
94.2000
94.2000 94.2000
94.2000
94.2000

83.5000
93.8000
93.8000

86.7000
89.7000
91.0000
92.0000
93.6000
93.3000
93.5000
93.8000
93.8000 93.8000
93.8000
93.8000

83.3000
93.5000
93.8000

86.5000
89.5000
90.6000
91.7000
93.7000
93.7000
93.8000
93.8000
93.8000 93.8000
93.8000
93.8000

82.7000
93.5000
93.6000

86.6000
88.9000
90.6000
91.6000
93.6000
93.6000
93.6000
93.6000
93.6000 93.6000
93.6000
93.6000

mot.plant.init.trq_pos_cont.idx1_spd = [fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_cont.idx1_spd(2:end)) -eps 0 eps
mot.plant.init.trq_cont.idx1_spd(2:end)];
mot.plant.init.trq_pos_cont.map
= [fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2:end)) -mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2)
mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2) mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2)
mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2:end)];
mot.plant.init.pwr_pos_cont.map =
mot.plant.init.trq_pos_cont.idx1_spd.*mot.plant.init.trq_pos_cont.map;
mot.plant.init.trq_pos_max.idx1_spd = [fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_max.idx1_spd(2:end)) -eps 0 eps
mot.plant.init.trq_max.idx1_spd(2:end)];
mot.plant.init.trq_pos_max.map
= [fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2:end))
-mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2)
mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2) mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2)
mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2:end)];
mot.plant.init.pwr_pos_max.map
=
mot.plant.init.trq_pos_max.idx1_spd.*mot.plant.init.trq_pos_max.map;
mot.plant.init.trq_neg_cont.idx1_spd = [fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_cont.idx1_spd(2:end)) -eps 0 eps
mot.plant.init.trq_cont.idx1_spd(2:end)];
mot.plant.init.trq_neg_cont.map
=
[fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2:end)) mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2) mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2) -mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2) mot.plant.init.trq_cont.map(2:end)];
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mot.plant.init.pwr_neg_cont.map =
mot.plant.init.trq_neg_cont.idx1_spd.*mot.plant.init.trq_neg_cont.map;
mot.plant.init.trq_neg_max.idx1_spd
= [fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_max.idx1_spd(2:end)) -eps 0 eps
mot.plant.init.trq_max.idx1_spd(2:end)];
mot.plant.init.trq_neg_max.map
=
[fliplr(mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2:end))
mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2) mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2) -mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2) mot.plant.init.trq_max.map(2:end)];
mot.plant.init.pwr_neg_max.map
=
mot.plant.init.trq_neg_max.idx1_spd.*mot.plant.init.trq_neg_max.map;
mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx1_spd
= [fliplr(mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx1_spd(2:end))
mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx1_spd];
mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx2_trq
= [fliplr(mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx2_trq(2:end))
mot.plant.init.eff_trq.idx2_trq];
mot.plant.init.eff_trq.map
=
[flipud(fliplr(mot.plant.init.eff_trq.map(2:end,2:end)))
flipud(mot.plant.init.eff_trq.map(2:end,:));fliplr(mot.plant.init.eff_trq.map
(:,2:end)) mot.plant.init.eff_trq.map];
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Appendix D: Matlab program code built by the researcher
Code 1
% Looking Ahead control with forthcoming stop detection
% designed by Ahmed Al-Samari
% Feb/1/2013
% last update Sep/24/2013
% The Idea is to enforce the system to charge or discharge depending
% on future energy demand
function P = Ahmed(x,x1,whlP,A,B,stop,counter,Mass)
P=0;
y=0;
z=0; n=0;v=0;sp=0;sum=0;
%****** Equipment sizes******
MP=150; %*** Motor Power (kW)
MP=MP*1000;
BP=10; % Battery energy (kWh)
EngP=410; % Engine power (kW)
EngP=EngP*1000;
TP=4; % time ahead (min)
TP=TP*60;
%******
counter=round(counter); % to make sure i value will be integer.
if x1<0.35 % to sustain SOC at 35%
P=-x;
end
%******* Working as electric vehicle (battery charge depleeting) at low
speed.
if whlP < MP
if (x1-((whlP/1000)/3600)/BP)> 0.35
P=-whlP; % for 150 kW motor power.
end
end
%***************

if counter > 120 % ******** To start looking ahead
if (counter+TP+60) <= length(B) % to prevent cycle to be out of range
for i =counter+TP :10:counter+TP+60 % speed in 3 minutes ahead for 1
minutes.
v=v+A(i);
end
v=v/7;
for i =counter-5 :5:counter+5
sp=sp+A(i);
end
sp=sp/3;

% speed at current time.
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%******** Detect if the speed will be low ahead
if v<14
if sp>20
if (((((0.7*MP)/1000)/3600)/BP)+x1)<=0.85
P=(0.7*MP);
end
end
end
%*********
theta= asin(((-0.5*1.119*.79*7*v^3)-(0.00938*Mass*9.81*v))/(Mass*9.81*v)); %
To calculate the grade
%when the vehicle need hit the brake or acc pedal. theta= asin((0.5*Cd*p*A*v^3-M*m*g*v)/(m*g*v))
for i = counter-10:10:counter+10 % for grade at current time
z=z+B(i);
end
z=z/3;
for i =counter+TP :10:counter+TP+60 % speed in 3 minutes ahead for 2
minutes.
n=n+B(i);
end
n=n/7;
% Calculate the expected energy needed for forthcoming 10 minutes
%****************************************************************
if n>0
if n > z
% that is mean the vehicle is going up hill
for i= counter+TP:length(A)
pwr=((0.5*1.119*.79*7*(A(i))^3)+(0.00938*Mass*9.81*(A(i)))+(Mass*9.81*(A(i))*
sin(B(i))));
if pwr >= 0.75*EngP
sum=sum+pwr;
else
break;
end
end
charge=1*((sum/1000/3600)/BP); % to calculate the expected energy
needed
if (x1-charge)< 0.5
y=1;
end
end
end
%%*********************************END*******************************
%*****Calculate the energy coming for forthcoming 10 minutes
%%**********************************************************
if n<0
if n< theta
% that is mean the vehicle is going down hill
for i= counter+TP:length(A) %while B(i)<= theta
if B(i)< theta
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pwr=((0.5*1.119*.79*7*(A(i))^3)+(0.00938*Mass*9.81*(A(i)))+(Mass*9.81*(A(i))*
sin(B(i))));
sum=sum+pwr;
else
break;
end
end
charge=-1*((sum/1000/3600)/BP); % to calculate the expected coming
charge with 60% power
if (charge+x1)>0.7
y=2;
end
end
end

%%%********************END*******************************
if y == 1
pwr1=((0.5*1.119*.79*7*v^3)+(0.00938*Mass*9.81*v)+(Mass*9.81*v*sin(n)));
if pwr1 > 0.75*EngP; %*** Check if there will be needing for the battery
assistance
chrg1=((pwr1/1000)/3600)/BP; % to calculate amount of SOC changing by
using 100 kw motor and 10 kWhr battery
if ((x1+chrg1)<= 0.85) % to avoid over charge and give a chance for
small events
if (pwr1)<= (0.7*MP)% To make the motor working at best efficiency
which is 70% of max power
P = pwr1;
else
P=(0.7*MP);
end
end
end
else
if y==2
pwr2=((0.5*1.119*.79*7*v^3)+(0.00938*Mass*9.81*v)+(Mass*9.81*v*sin(n)));%
power demand
chrg2=((pwr2/1000)/3600)/BP; % to calculate amount of SOC changing by
using 100 kw motor and 10 kWh battery
if (x1+chrg2)>= 0.35 % to avoid over discharge and give a
chance for small events
if (pwr2)>= -(0.7*MP)
P = pwr2;
else
P=-(0.7*MP);
end
end
end
end
%***********Stop detection***********
if stop(counter+120)==1
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if x1>0.8
P=-x;
else
if x1<0.6
P=-x;
end
end
end
%***************END***************
end
end
if (counter+600) >= length(B) % to finish the trip with a good SOC
if x1<0.6
P = (0.7*MP);
else
P=-x;
end
end
end

Code 2
%Program to generate different road grade at different oscillations
%This program built by Ahmed Al-Samari
% Feb/19/2013
clc
A=data; % speed in m/sec
a=double(0);
t=0:2000000; % Distance in meter
x=t*pi/180;
x=0.036*x; % to increase or decrease oscillation 0.072 for 5km period,0.2
for 2 km period and 0.036 for 10 km period
a=sin(x);
a=a*4/100; % to define the max grade for the road
% for i=1:length(A)
% a(i)=atan (A(i,1)/100);
% end
distance=double(0);grade=double(0);
distance(1)=0;
for i=2:length(A)
distance(i)=distance(i-1)+A(i,2);%*1609.34/3600; % distance in meter
distance(i)=round(distance(i));
grade(i)=a(distance(i)+1); % Since there is no a(0)!!
end
grade (1)=grade(2);
Time=1:length(A);
a=a';
grade=grade';
grade=atan(grade);
distance= distance'/1000;
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t=t/1000; % distance in Km
plot (Time,grade)
% figure;
% plot(t,a)
kk=max(distance)

Code 3
% This program is to evaluate the main characteristics of driving cycles
% coded by Ahmed Al-Samari
% March-18-2013
clc
A=data;
speed=double(0);grade=double(0);acc=double(0);Dst=double(0);
psgrd=0;nggrd=0;psacc=0;ngacc=0;sumstp=0;sumspeed=0;Distance=0;
for i=1:length(A)
speed(i)=A(i,2);
grade(i)=A(i,4);
Distance=Distance+speed(i);
end
for i=2:length(A)
Dst(i)=Dst(i-1)+speed(i);
end
psgrdDs=0;nggrdDs=0;
% Calculate percentage of pstv and ngtv as distance based.
for i=1:length(A)
if grade(i)>0.01
psgrdDs=psgrdDs+speed(i);
end
if grade(i)<-0.01
nggrdDs=nggrdDs+speed(i);
end

end
acc(1)=0;acc(2)=0;acc(length(A)-2)=0;acc(length(A)-1)=0;acc(length(A))=0;
ctngacc=0;ctpsacc=0;
for i=3:length(A)-2
sumspeed=speed(i)+sumspeed;
%acc(i)=(speed(i)-speed(i-1))/1;
acc(i)=(speed(i-2)-(8*speed(i-1))+(8*speed(i+1))-speed(i+2))/12;
%acc(i)=acc(i)*2.23694; % mph/sec
if acc(i)>0.0
psacc=psacc+acc(i);
ctpsacc=ctpsacc+1;
end
if acc(i) <-0.0
ngacc=ngacc+acc(i);
ctngacc=ctngacc+1;
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end
if speed(i)<0.5
sumstp=sumstp+1;
end
end
Dst(1)=0;
%plot(Dst,speed);
%acc=acc';
posativgrad=(psgrdDs/Dst(length(A)))*100 % distance based
negativgrad=(nggrdDs/Dst(length(A)))*100
Averagespeedmph=(sumspeed/(length(A)-5))*2.23694 % to convert to mile per
hour.
MaxSpeedmph=max(speed)*2.23694
Avacc=psacc/ctpsacc
AvDcc=ngacc/ctngacc
TotDist=Distance*0.000621371 % mile
TimeDuration=length(A)/3600
% posativacc=(psacc/length(A))*100
% negativacc=(ngacc/length(A))*100
stoppercentag=(sumstp/(length(A)))*100
% maxacc=max(acc)
% minacc=min(acc)
%stdspdmph=std(speed)*2.23694
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